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President halts 
airport activity 
by Carole Hornberger 
staff reporter 
When the president of the 
United States or another politi- 
cal candidate flies into Toledo 
Express Airport, all other activ- 
ity stops. Only police and Secret 
Service agents move, according 
to Ron Johnson, director of 
Safety-Operations at the airport. 
Wednesday's visit from Presi- 
dent Reagan was no exception. 
According to Johnson, while 
Reagan was at the airport, it 
was Isolated and no one moved. 
But in the days before Reagan's 
arrival, he said, there was more 
than the usual amount of activ- 
ity. 
Johnson said a two-engine jet 
with "United States of Amer- 
ica" printed on the side flew into 
the airport last Tuesday and 
taxied to the Air National Guard 
base on airport grounds. 
"I wondered what it was doing 
here," he said, "and then 10 
minutes later the phone rang 
and Col. Kenneth Urbach, chief 
of the Presidential Flight Sup- 
port Unit from Washington, 
commanded me to be in the 
Airport Base Command Office 
in five minutes. I said 'Yes. sir' 
and was there in 4 1/2 minutes." 
Johnson said he was told the 
6resident was coming and that 
e was to keep it under wraps. 
"THIS WAS my fourth presi- 
dential visit here at the airport,'' 
be said. "And from my past 
experiences, I knew this was 
going to be a lost week as far as 
getting anything else done." 
Johnson said the following day 
he pulled files on past presi- 
dential visits and began plan- 
ning Reagan's with a special 
White House advance team. 
He said he was given 20 min- 
utes notice of a meeting with an 
unidentified special agent from 
Washington in charge of the 
president's protection team. 
"I knew who was in charge," 
Johnson said. "When the 'chief 
(the special agent) spoke, ev- 
erybody listened." 
Johnson said Flight Support 
Capt. Terry McCarthy began 
working with him on problems 
such as where to park Air Force 
One, where the Marine helicopt- 
ers would go and where to get 
stairs for people in Air Force 
One to descend. 
Secret Service and members 
of the president's political staff 
worked with Johnson and his 
men, and three police agencies 
were united to protect the presi- 
dent, he said. 
Johnson said he was unable to 
get a definite figure on how 
many Secret Service and police 
officers were involved, but said 
there were at least 60 men hid- 
den In the woods at the airport. 
BESIDES POLICE enforce- 
ment, he said there were three 
limosines, a paramedic squad, 
an armored car, fire equipment 
and various air and land routes 
set up in case something did 
happen to the president. 
Communication was the im- 
portant thing, Johnson said. 
There were lines hooked up all 
over capable of reaching any- 
where in the world. 
Johnson said the airport paid 
no additional cost to plan Rea- 
gan's arrival. He said his offi- 
cers were very flexible and most 
of them did not work overtime. 
Those who did work overtime 
did not expect to be paid much 
more. Any extra equipment, 
such as stairs, were donated by 
other airports. 
"Air control was under our 
tower," he said. "Any air traffic 
was cleared five minutes each 
side of him (Reagan) and 15 
minutes ahead of him." 
He said no one was allowed 
within a football field length of 
the president's plane and heli- 
copter in the air. 
Five minutes from landing, 
the airport was closed," he said. 
The airport was isolated and 
only a handful of press and spe- 
cial guests such as Toledo 
Mayor Donna Owens, Republi- 
can Congressional candidate 
Frank Venner and four others. 
"No one moved except for 
Secret Service and police," he 
said. 
Johnson said once President 
Reagan left for Bowling Green, 
the airport reopened until he 
returned, when all other activity 
stopped again. 
McDonald's razed; 
city residents ask 
for memorial to 21 
SAN YSIDRO, Calif. (AP)- 
Construction workers on 
Wednesday demolished the 
McDonald's restaurant 
where a gunman killed 21 
people, clearing the site for a 
lible memorial to the vic- 
A wrecker and crew de- 
stroyed what remained of the 
red brick structure about 7 
a.m. Wednesday, with little 
fanfare and few onlookers. 
Journalists were not alerted 
to the action. 
"We Just didn't think it was 
that important, at this 
stage," Dick Starmann, a Mc- 
Donald's Corp. spokesman, 
said in an interview from the 
company's headquarters in 
Oak Brook, m. "We've known 
for a couple of weeks that we 
were going to knock it down." 
The company announced 
earlier this month that it had 
decided to raze the building 
where James Oliver Huberty 
went on a rampage July 18, 
killing 21 and wounding 19 
before he was slain by a po- 
lice sharpshooter. 
Joan Kroc, widow of Mc- 
Donald's founder Ray Kroc, 
started a survivor's fund the 
next day, donating $100,000. 
The corporation followed with 
a $1 million gift. 
But residents of the His- 
panic border community of 
14,000 began a series of dem- 
onstrations and candlelight 
vigils in front of the restau- 
rant, asking that it be closed 
permanently and a memorial 
park erected in its place. 
Early this month, McDon- 
ald's officials announced that 
they had donated the 32,000- 
square-foot property to San 
Diego, of which San Ysidro is 
a suburb. 
City officials have not 
reached a decision on what 
will become of the land. 
New solicitation 
policy proposed 
Rained out! 
Sharon   Rees,   junior   sociology   major, 
afternoon rain with a collapsed umbrella. 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
shields   herself   from   the 
by Benjamin Marrlson 
staff reporter 
There soon will be a new solic- 
itation policy that should quell 
the controversy between the 
University and the local Ameri- 
can Association of University 
Professors. 
Dave Roller, chairman of the 
Faculty Senate's Ad Hoc Solici- 
tation Policy Committee, said 
the proposal will be presented to 
the Senate Executive Commit- 
tee soon, and if accepted, will be 
taken to the senate Tuesday. 
"The new policy is better be- 
cause it is less concrete and 
hostile, and it also encourages 
communication on campus," 
Roller said. 
Jazz singer became BGSU police officer 
by April McClellan 
staff reporter  
Charlotte Stearns made a 
drastic career change after 
singing for a time with such jazz greats as Duke Ellington 
and Sarah Vaughn. 
She will celebrate her 15th 
year with the Department of 
Public Safety Saturday. 
Stearns, coordinator of the 
Crime Prevention/Commu- 
nity Relations program since 
last year, said her job with 
Public Safety is rewarding. 
"I am a people-oriented 
person. With this iob, I have 
the chance to be with people," 
Stearns said. "Police work 
offers a continued learning 
process." 
Stearns said the crime pre- 
vention program had excel- 
lent reception from the 
University. 
"It has a good effect upon 
the University," she said. 
"People are becoming in- 
volved" in the program. 
Before she became pro- 
gram coordinator, Stearns 
was line supervisor of police 
officers during the day tour of 
duty. "You never know from 
one minute to the next what's 
going to happen." she said. 
Prior to working for Public 
Safety, Stearns had a variety 
of other experiences. 
She was born in Rossford, 
Ohio, but would not reveal her 
age. "I am ageless," she said 
with a grin. 
WHILE ATTENDING Wil- 
berforce University in Wil- 
berforce, Ohio, Stearns was 
given a scholarship to study 
music at Juilliard School in 
New York City. 
After years studying clas- 
sical music, Stearns traveled 
around the country singing in 
supper clubs. During this pe- 
riod she had the opportunity 
to perform with Duke Elling- 
ton, Jackie Wilson, Billie Hol- 
iday and Sarah Vaughn. 
Stearns said she sang in 
Canada. California, New 
York City and Boston among 
other places. 
She joined Public Safety, 
then Campus Safety and Se- 
curity, as an officer in 1969. In 
1970 she graduated from Ross 
Enright Police Academy in 
Toledo as the only woman in a 
class of 34 students. 
Stearns was promoted to 
sergeant of the day shift in 
1979. 
She said her lob keeps her 
very busy, which makes it 
difficult to engage in her hob- 
bies of sewing, quilting, golf, 
reading and writing poetry 
and short plays. 
"I live and breathe this 
crime prevention program," 
she said. 
Even though Stearns has 
achieved quite a bit through 
the years, she would like to 
write more in the future. 
"I BEGAN writing poems 
and short plays when I was 16 
years old, she said. "I want 
to return to my writing. 
That's what life is all about - 
learning something new and 
putting it to use." 
Steams' husband of 32 
years died in 1961. She has a 
son. Victor. 
She has no regrets about 
her past achievements and a 
ave outlook for the fu- 
Sgt. Charlotte Stearns BG News/Susan CTOM 
"I've had a good life ... 
(and) will continue to enjoy 
my life." 
The AAUP openly criticizes 
the current policy, but Roller 
believes this will satisfy them. 
"Their main complaint was that 
they couldn't use the (internal) 
campus mail," Roller, a history 
professor, said. "Under this new 
policy, organizations like theirs 
can." 
Philip Mason, executive assis- 
tant to the president, is also 
Seased with the policy. "The 
niversity worked closely with 
the committee to insure a fair 
and proper policy was written," 
Mason said. 
"The policy is obviously a 
better policy than before,'' he 
said, "and it is better for the 
people at Bowling Green State 
University. It's not a generic 
policy like the one we nad at 
D? THE policy is accepted by 
the Faculty Senate, it must be 
accepted by the Board of Trust- 
ees. Mason said the trustees will 
not meet again until November, 
delaying activation of the new 
policy. 
The committee began work on 
the new policy in June, Roller 
said, but it was difficult to find 
times when everyone was avail- 
able to meet because of "vaca- 
tions and other respon- 
sibilities." 
Roller and Mason agreed the 
policy was drawn up very 
quickly, while maintaining stan- 
dards necessary for a solid pol- 
icy. 
"I don't think it could have 
been drawn up any faster," Ma- 
son said. "The committee did a 
tremendous amount of research 
on the subject before they acted. 
That's why the policy is as well 
written as it is. 
Roller agreed "the research 
was extensive." The committee 
looked at policies of other uni- 
versities, guidelines of the direc- 
tor of administration and the 
statute laws of Ohio. Committee 
members also talked with the 
University Labor Relations 
Council and the legal staff of the 
national AAUP. 
"It would have taken us even 
longer if it weren't for Phil (Ma- 
son)," Roller said. "He cooper- 
ated with us and gave us 
everything we needed to get the 
Roller said the University has 
not heard the last of the AAUP. 
The group is bringing forth com- 
plaints concerning grievances 
and the probation of professors. 
"Those two topics are like 
bolls ready to explode," he said. 
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Editorial 
Non-smokers need 
protection against 
second hand smoke 
The issue of passive smoking was a subject 
of controversy long before the city of San 
Francisco voted to ban smoking in public buildings 
and restaurants last year. 
Although many people have assumed non-smok- 
ers breathe in the cigarette smoke that drifts 
through the air, there has been little research until 
now to show how much this actually happens. 
A Japanese study released in yesterday's New 
England Journal of Medicine revealed that non- 
smoking people whose family members smoke 
more than two packs of cigarettes a day actually 
inhale as much as two cigarettes a day. 
The researchers recommended that smokers not 
smoke at home in the presence of their children or 
other non-smokers; that employers provide a sepa- 
rate working area for non-smoking employees, and 
that smoking be restricted in such public places as 
hospitals, restaurants, meeting rooms, transporta- 
tion vehicles and sidewalks. 
The issue here falls with the rights of the non- 
smoker to breathe in a healthy environment and of 
the smoker to live as he pleases. 
As in San Francisco the government should set 
standards for working places, although this usually 
brings a predictable adverse reaction from the 
tabacco industry. 
We believe people have the right to choose 
between smoking and non-smoking. However, we 
do not think a person should have to submit to a 
substance known to be a leading cause of cancer, 
heart disease and emphysema. 
New Jersey hosts limit drinks 
by Art Buchwald 
A recent state supreme court 
ruling in New Jersey has been 
making life very difficult for 
people who are giving parties. 
The court ruled that the party 
Sivers could be held responsible 
one of their guests left the 
premises in an inebriated state 
and hurt someone in an acci- 
dent. 
The burden on the host and 
hostess is more than most Jer- 
sey residents can stand. 
I attended the 25th wedding 
anniversary of the Richard Fa- 
heys in their home in East 
Orange, N.J., last weekend. 
There were mountains of deli- 
cious food, an anniversary cake 
and a bar off in the corner. 
"Well, Fahey," I said, "this is 
really a great occasion. I think 
I'll have a drink." 
He looked at me sharply. 
"How many have you had al- 
ready?" 
"Just one," I said. 
He took out his notebook and 
wrote something in it. "What 
are you doing?" 
"I'm keeping track of all the 
guests. Your limit is three," he 
replied. 
'•Why three?" 
"We checked out all our 
guests before the party. Reports 
from Washington indicate three 
drinks are allyou can handle." 
"But I'm not driving. I came 
with Mike Clark." 
Fahey looked in his book. 
"I'm glad you told me. Clark is 
only good for four glasses of 
wine before he goes blotto. Ex- 
cuse me. I just saw Dale Denton 
over there take his second glass 
of champagne.  What kind of 
arty does he think we're throw- 
walked over to Jonah Shack- 
nai. "How's it going?" I asked 
him. 
"OK, I'm leaving." 
"So early? We haven't had 
dinner yet. 
"I had two Scotch and waters 
and Fahey told the bartender to 
cut me oft. I don't intend to suck 
ice cubes for the rest of the 
night." 
'It must be tough going to a 
party in New Jersey,I said. 
"We had better ones before 
the state supreme court ruling. 
You see that beautiful girl over 
there? I'm told she goes crazy 
when she has five vodka tonics. ' 
"Well, you're a bachelor. Why 
don't you get to know her?" 
"Fahey won't let her have 
more than three, so I'd just be 
wasting my time." 
Mrs. Fahey came by. "Is ev- 
eryone having a good time?" 
"Sort of,"Tsaid. 
She looked in her notebook 
and then said, "Can I freshen 
your drink?" 
"I'd rather wait for my last 
one after dinner," I said. 
"That's a good idea. There is 
no reason to peak too early." 
I happened to pass the bar and 
found Fahey in an agitated 
state. He was checking all the 
bottles. 
"What's going on?" I asked 
him. 
"My bar inventory doesn't jive with my records. People 
have been lying to me on how 
many drinks they've con- 
sumed." 
"Relax, Fahey. It's your 25th 
anniversary." 
"That's easy for you to say. 
You don't have to worry about 
being sued." 
Finally dinner was served. 
Instead of wine we toasted the 
happy couple with Perrier. I 
took my final drink for the road 
and got my coat to leave. In the 
hallway I noted several guests 
sitting in a row of chairs. 
"What are they waiting for?" 
I asked Fahey. 
He said in disgust, "They 
couldn't pass the breathalizer 
tests so they'e going to have to 
sit there all night. 
Art Buchwald is a writer for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
Garbageman an alarm clock 
Letters 
by Cathy A. Cole  
I can think of many a pleasing 
way to be woken up in the morn- 
ing, but the crashing sounds of 
the garbagemen - er, sanitation 
engineers - when the day is 
barely a few hours old is not one 
of them. 
The whirr, click, slam-BANG! 
Eoes on for what seems like 
ours. An unbelievable feeling 
of sadness and frustration 
spreads throughout my body as I 
look at the low numbers glowing 
on my clock. 
I learned in Sociology 101 that 
garbage - er, sanitation engi- 
neers - are more important to 
society than brain surgeons. If 
brain surgeons stopped working, 
well, a handful or more of people 
would live and die in pain. But 
imagine the pain we'd all be in if 
the sanitation engineers stopped 
doing their thing. 
But must they go on with it at 
such a horrible time in the morn- 
ing? 
Whose choice was it anyway 
to make them start their day, 
and inadvertently mine, so gosh 
darn early? who among us 
really cares if garbage is 
whisked safely away before 
dawn can blink its early light? 
Do these engineers really 
want to be outside doing their 
tasks so early - while ifs still 
dark? 
These oh-so-necessary civil 
servants deserve better than 
this. They deserve to be placed 
on a normal working schedule - 
starting when it's light and end- 
ing under the same circum- 
stances. 
Wouldn't they be able to do 
their jobs much better if they 
could see what they were doing? 
I know that brain surgeons get 
to work under well-lighted con- 
ditions. 
Perhaps they are slam- 
BANGING! out there in the dark 
because they really can't see if 
there is garbage still stuck to the 
bottom of the big green recepta- 
cles or not. The loud noise is a 
reassurance to themselves that 
they've done all they can to 
make sure no waste goes to 
waste. 
Perhaps when these fine peo- 
ple re-negotiate their contracts 
they should re-think their early 
morning positions. Perhaps they 
should see themselves, just as 
we studiers of sociology see 
them, as that oh-so-important 
ingredient which keeps our so- 
ciety running smoothly and 
smelling sweetly. Perhaps when 
they see themselves in that light 
they also will want to see and be 
seen by the humble servants 
that they serve, in the light. 
I believe that these guardians 
of our trash deserve, if nothing 
else, to get more sleep in the 
morning. 
I know I do. 
Cathy A. Cole is a senior news/e- 
ditorial major from Toledo. 
Alumni criticizes 
resident policies 
Upon visiting Bowling Green 
recently, as an alumni, I was 
disappointed to see BGSU still 
mired in it's somewhat irratio- 
nal and conservative policies. 
Perhaps the one that renders the 
most attention is the Residence 
Life policy concerning alcohol. 
Conceived about four or five 
years ago, this decree still does 
not cease to amaze me. After 
graduating from the University 
and then returning to visit, I can 
see, from the outside, how ludi- 
crous this policy remains to be. 
It's just too bad that BGSU 
refuses to accept a more ratio- 
nal approach to alcohol policy. 
Perhaps they should follow the 
example of another MAC school, 
Ball State. First of all, Bali 
State's Greek system, which is 
not a favorite target and scape- 
6 oat of the Administration like 
ere at old BGSU, does not face 
the constant restrictions im- 
posed on the Greek system here. 
At Ball State, the fraternity 
houses are owned entirely by 
their nationals, not university- 
owned as here. This allows for 
obvious freedoms and responsi- 
bility not enjoyed here by 
BGSU's Greeks, (ie; monitoring 
of all social events, housing 
fines, checking ID'S, etc.) 
Also, keeping in mind that 
Indiana is a 21 state, Ball State 
fraternities have no limit on 
their beer consumption. This is 
due in part to the fact that the 
University isn't there to monitor 
and control everything since 
they don't own the building. As 
long as the members stay cool, 
they are not harassed by the 
University, which should be the 
case here at BGSU. Why can't a 
fraternity or sorority have the 
option of owning their own 
house? 
Finally, Ball State fraternities 
do not have to deal with the 
utterly ridiculous BGSU Greek 
policy of only three or four kegs 
to a social event. Anyone, except 
for obviously Residence Life, 
can figure out that this rule 
leaves the student and/or frater- 
nity open for lawsuits when a 
social event of 150 people is only 
allowed three kegs of beer to 
consume. The result is that due 
to the keg limit, the beer ends at 
midnight, people then leave for 
the uptown bars which will only 
increase the possibility of auto 
accidents, disorderly conduct, 
or vandalism. This is rational 
decision-making? 
This example is only one of 
the many irrational policies that 
continues to set BGSU back 
from other universities. Con- 
cerning Residence Life, it's not 
hard to see where Ms. Paulsen's 
sentiments and priorities lie. It's 
sure not for the welfare of the 
students, whether it be Greek or 
non-Greek. She's allowing stu- 
dents, as well as fraternities, to 
be vulnerable targets of law- 
suits. It's obvious her senti- 
ments and priorities rest with 
the conservative policies of the 
rich, property-owners (ie; 
Board of Trustees, Maurer- 
Green, etc.) although it can still 
honestly be debatedwhether she 
actually follows their policies or 
simply is their mouthpiece. 
In summation, another round 
of applause goes to the students 
involved in the Manville mad- 
ness incident last spring. That 
spontaneous, but perhaps 
drunken, reaction to the police 
set-up (The police refused to 
block off Manville Street al- 
though approximately 2,000 oc- 
cupied it. Hence, the trap was 
set for single provocation to 
bring the police to the scene and 
make headlines.) was perhaps a 
signal to the archaic policies 
that stifle BGSU and need to be 
re-evaluated. The unfortunate 
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thing about the Manville inci- 
dent is that it was only centered 
around alcohol. Hopefully, the 
next time such a spontaneous 
act by the students will center 
around something more sub- 
stantial, such as re-evaluation of 
some of the University's policies 
or Reagan's policies in general. 
Nonetheless, it was a start and 
perhaps a spark in changing 
some of BGSU's policies from 
regression to progression. 
Dirk A. Smith 
507 Normandy Dr. 
Marion, OH 
Reagan could lead 
America and world 
Recently we have been sub- 
ected to a barrage of deroga- 
ry comments about President 
Reagan and his views on every- 
thing from religion to national 
defense. Let me ask the bleeding 
heart liberals on this campus 
one thing. Where do you think 
we would be if we still had a 
Democrat in the White House? 
Four years ago the Russians 
were spreading into other coun- 
tries at an alarming rate. If the 
Deomcrats were still in the 
White House we would probably 
have Russians in Mexico. 
Everyone finds it very easy to 
find faults in the Reagan presi- 
dency but look at the previous 
administration, of which Walter 
Mondale was a part, if you want 
to find serious problems. Under 
Carter-Mondale the United 
States was forced into an embar- 
rassing situation in Iran. Ameri- 
cans working in the American 
Embassy in Tehran were held 
hostage by terrorists. An inept, 
bumbling Jimmy Carter 
couldn't even find a way to suc- 
cessfully rescue our people be- 
ing held hostage in a country 
that wasn't even known by the 
majority of American people 
before 1979. 
The Russians seem to be a 
little less land hungry than they 
were under Carter-Mondale. 
They haven't invaded any coun- 
tries or declared Martial Law in 
any of their satellite nations. 
Again I believe that the reason is 
a strong president who lets his 
adversaries know exactly where 
they stand with respect to his 
policy. 
Have those who blasted Presi- 
dent Reagan for his increased 
defense spending forgotten 
about the people of the tiny 
Caribbean island of Grenada? I 
can assure you that the people of 
Grenada nave not forgotten 
about President Reagan. He 
helped them when they were 
being subjected to Soviet inter- 
vention in the government of 
their island. This is but one 
small reason for a strong de- 
fense. Anyone who criticizes a 
strong defense couldn't possibly 
have read anything about long- 
term Soviet objectives. Their 
6oal is world domination. If the 
nited States doesnt stand up to 
the Soviets it is almost a fore- 
gone conclusion that no one else 
will. 
With regard to the proposed 
"Star Wars" concept, the reason 
that the Soviets are so anxious to 
bargain with us is that they have 
not yet stolen the necessary 
technology from the United 
States to be able to produce such 
weapons effectively. 
I believe that anyone who 
honestly believes that defense 
spending needs to be decreased 
should take a trip to Afghani- 
stan. I'm sure they would come 
back with a very different view- 
point. And if their view isn't 
changed by this then let them 
stay there. 
EdLeedom 
S28 Bromfield 
President should be 
praised by students 
James Vanzant left out a few 
things in his letter to the editor, 
entitled. "Reagan Reasoning 
Doubted on Defense" (Sept. 12). 
I would like to clear them up. 
President Reagan said it was 
for the nation's best interest to 
build up the defense arsenal 
because he believes that build- 
ing our arsenal will put us in a 
better position at the negotiating 
table. If we do not have parity 
with the Soviet Union in weap- 
ons systems, how are we to get 
any concessions out of them 
when negotiating for lower lev- 
els of arms? It does seem like a 
vicious circle, but it is reality. 
Not that the Soviets walked 
out because of the Reagan ad- 
ministration alone. The Soviets 
said years ago that they'd walk 
out if weapons were deployed in 
Europe. 
As far as Reagan's defense 
budget, our weapons systems 
haven't been modernized for two 
decades; we need to modernize 
them and it is expensive. That is 
also the main reason why Presi- 
dent Reagan supports the MX 
missile: modernization. 
If you do some reading on the 
topic, you'll find that Reagan is 
also increasing salaries of mili- 
tary personnel, in order to keep 
them from leaving the military 
for higher paying jobs in the 
Sivate sector. For 1985, over 
% or an estimated $62 billion 
may be used for military person- 
nel. 
One last point is that Reagan 
is also stimulating the U.S. econ- 
omy by his defense spending. 
I hope this clears things up a 
bit. 
Angela Souza 
449 Bromfield Hall 
Ferraro abortion 
stance confusing 
How long does Geraldine Fer- 
raro think she can get away with 
that wishy-washy non-stance on 
abortion? ("O'Connor is not the 
Pope," editorial, Sept. 20) She 
claims to personally oppose 
abortion, but does not wish to 
impose her views by law on 
others. Either she does not have 
the backbone to stand up for 
what she believes, or she claims 
to oppose abortion mainly to 
avoia offending thousands of 
Catholic voters. 
Since 1973, 17 million fetuses 
have been dissected, salt-poi- 
soned, or. in the case of unsuc- 
cessful abortions, dropped in a 
bucket to die. Come on Gerry, 
are you for it or against it??? 
Theresa Freeman 
School of Nursing 
Reagan arms policy 
will be effective 
An Open Letter to President 
Reagan 
I believe humankind has 
reached a critical phase in its 
growth. We are now forced to 
grow out of our childhood, as a 
people, or to perish. The United 
States is in the unique position of 
being able to initiate either proc- 
ess. 
I feel that, of the options avail- 
able in the 1984 presidential elec- 
tion, you, Mr. Reagan, show the 
most promise of leading Amer- 
ica, and the world - by example, 
through this period of transfor- 
mation. Two indicators that 
have led me to this conclusion 
are: 
A. Your support of the expan- 
sion of private industry into, and 
application of emerging defense 
technology in, outer space. This 
seems likely to bring about three 
favorable world changes. First, 
it has the vastly important po- 
tential of making nuclear war- 
fare obsolete. Second, until this 
potential is realized, America's 
strength in space will act as a 
deterrent to the use of nuclear 
weapons by any nation. Finally, 
it will encourage the coloniza- 
tion of the high frontier and the 
utilization of a practically inex- 
haustible supply of resources. 
B. Your support of an econom- 
ically stable and militarily 
strong America, coupled with 
healthier international rela- 
tions. 
Mr. President, you seem to 
have begun the preparations for 
a world-transformation by ad- 
dressing the problems of Free 
World defense, and reduction of 
alienating nationalism. 
I firmly believe that we, the 
people of the United States, and 
citizens of the World must stop 
letting history happen by acci- 
dent, we must begin to sculpt it. 
Markus A. Naylor 
718 East Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Freedom of speech 
ignored by students 
Some 18 months ago, a male 
student lifted the dress and put 
his hands on the body of Evange- 
list Mrs. Jed Smock while she 
was giving a religious talk. Last 
Friday, two or three hundred 
BGSU students hassled Jed 
while two with faces masked 
assaulted him while he was 
preaching. 
Freedom of Speech and Free- 
dom of Religion should be com- 
pletely accepted at a university; 
violation of these rights at BGSU 
is an extremely disturbing situa- 
tion. 
The embarrassing aspect of 
these events is that these young 
bully boys probably are so 
poorly educated that they do not 
even know that they have vio- 
lated the civil rights of Jed and 
Mrs. Smock. Let me guess at 
these two students' background. 
Both are cowards because they 
wore masks. Neither are ath- 
letes, but they hang out in the 
locker rooms to bask in the 
radiance of better men than 
themselves (we might call them 
athletic groupies). 
This sort of uncivilized behav- 
ior by our students documents 
why we must have a functioning 
General Studies program here 
at BGSU. We have too many 
narrow courses of study which 
provide no understanding of his- 
tory, no exposure to great ideas, 
no moral standards and not the 
slightest idea of the eroding ef- 
fects of cruelty to fellow hu- 
mans. 
Karl Schorr, Professor 
Biology 
< 
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English tests required 
by Teresa PertetU 
staff reporter 
Taking an English proficiency 
test as an incoming freshman is 
often a nerve-racking experi- 
ence. Imagine taking that test as 
a non-native speaker. 
Such students wanting to 
study at the University are ad- 
mitted on their scores from a 
national test called Test of En- 
C"i as a Foreign Language. 
English proficiency test is 
required for all non-native 
speakers planning to enter an 
undergraduate or graduate pro- 
gram at all universities in the 
country. 
Along with the scores from the 
test, which has different levels 
for graduate and undergraduate 
students, non-native speakers 
are also required to take tests 
the University requires. 
According to Wallace Pretzer, 
coordinator of the TOEFL pro- 
gram and English professor, 
and James Kenkel, assistant 
coordinator, non-native speak- 
ers are given placement tests 
consisting of a So-minute compo- 
sition test, 20-minute listening 
test, an objective test of gram- 
mer, vocabulary and compre- 
hension and a pronunciation 
test. 
"It is a rather thorough pro- 
gram of testing," Pretzer said. 
"It takes about 3 1/2 hours to 
complete." 
NON-NATIVE speakers are 
then placed in the level of En- 
glish for which they qualify. 
According to Kenkel, the 100- 
level classes he teaches at the 
University are for those under- 
graduate students who need to 
learn basic English usage. 
"These students need more 
social English to help them 
move into the general studies 
writing program," Kenkel said. 
He also incorporates general 
academic skills into those 
classes. 
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"I try to teach note-taking, 
reading, listening and writing 
skills to help them in the tran- 
sition into the general writing 
program - English 110, 111 and 
IlV' Kenkel said. 
According to Pretzer, grad- 
uate level English classes at the 
University are designed to teach 
non-native students how to write 
for an educated audience. 
Pretzer uses warm-up exer- 
cises before each of the 500-level 
graduate classes he teaches. 
"I HAVE someone read some- 
thing from the BG News every 
day because it is important for 
them to listen to non-native En- 
glish," Pretzer said, explaining 
he likes them to listen to other 
non-natives so they can learn 
difference in style. 
"I would hope that interna- 
tional education would improve 
and I feel it has a great deal at 
this institution, but the program 
as a concept is very low priori- 
tized and low budgeted, Pre- 
tzer said. 
Not just for snacks 
Microwaves versatile 
by Nancy Boslwick 
reporter 
Gone are the days when 
microwaves were limited to 
reheating hot dogs, hamburg- 
ers or leftovers. 
People no longer associate 
microwaves with poor quality 
snack food, but consider them 
a way of cooking whole 
meals, according to Elsa Mc- 
Mullen, professor of home 
economics. 
"Manufacturers are trying 
to address everyday needs, 
she said. "It's too expensive 
to use as a snack food appli- 
ance." 
As a result, a wider selec- 
tion of microwave cookbooks 
are being offered and produc- 
ers of convenience foods have 
adapted to the growing de- 
mand by providing a variety 
of products, she said. 
Companies have adapted 
their convenience food pack- 
aging to beused in both con- 
ventional and microwave 
ovens. Today, many man- 
ufacturers package foods in 
Elastic or cardboard con- 
liners rather than foil that 
cannot be used in micro- 
waves. 
"Consumer demand has in- 
creased because of micro- 
waves and this has made the 
market more competitive," 
said Matt Luckas, assistant 
manager of Kroger, 1096 N. 
Main St. 
THE POPULARITY of mi- 
crowaves began to increase 
in the mid-'yOs with the en- 
ergy crunch, according to 
George Farr, credit manager 
for Frank Sales Inc. People 
found by using microwaves, 
they could save money, en- 
ergy and time, he said. 
Microwave sales have in- 
creased 10 to 20 percent each 
year, Farr said. Because of 
the demand, producers have 
improved microwaves and 
brought prices down SO to 75 
percent over the last two or 
three years, he said. 
"The more they produce 
and sell, the better the qual- 
ity," he said, adding that bet- 
ter warranties and new 
electronic automatic micro- 
waves are now offered. 
Rotating trays and brown- 
ers have been added to many 
microwaves to improve cook- 
ing of meats and baked prod- 
ucts, McMullen said. 
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Teachers discuss rights, policy 
by Dlna Horwedel 
staff reporter 
The dangers of losing aca- 
demic freedom and the rights of 
faculty were addressed at a 
meeting of University faculty 
Tuesday night. 
Alice Calderonello, associate 
professor of English, said there 
are problems with the way the 
internal grievance policy is car- 
ried out. 
She said a member of the staff 
who feels he or she has been 
wronged by the University in 
trying to attain tenure or in 
other areas can ask for a case 
hearing. 
There are two steps to filing a 
grievance under this policy. 
First, a conciliation team is as- 
signed to the case and a formal 
hearing is held. A clause in the 
University charter stipulates 
the hearing process should last 
no longer than two weeks. 
Calderonello said one problem 
is "there is a regular disregard- 
ing by the vice president of 
academic affairs (Dr. Eloise 
Clark) of the two-week rule." 
The University charter states a 
violation of the timetable is also 
a violation of a contract, Calde- 
ronello said. 
She added lengthy hearings 
are "cruel and inhuman punish- 
ment" which can drag on for 
weeks or months. 
Clark was unavailable for 
comment. 
CLARK HAS two weeks to hear 
the case and pass down her 
decision. However, Calderonello 
said the hearing process often 
turns out to be cyclical because 
Clark sometimes hands the deci- 
sion back to the committee. 
"Sometimes decisions in a 
hearing are upheld and some- 
times they're not," she said. She 
added these decisions should be 
reported to the Faculty Senate 
so they can see what percentage 
of decisions are upheld. 
"I don't think anyone wants to 
see the collapse of the internal 
grievance system," she said. 
A petition concerning these 
grievance procedures was 
drafted and distributed to mem- 
bers. It will be presented to the 
Faculty Senate. 
Ronald Stoner, professor of 
physics and astronomy, said 
existing University policy states 
probationary employees may be 
terminated without reason. He 
said the local American Associa- 
tion of University Professors is 
asking for a policy to change 
this. 
He said although the policy 
states probationary employees 
cannot be dismissed due to de- 
clining enrollment, if it is possi- 
ble to terminate an employee 
without giving a reason, termi- 
nation due to declining enroll- 
ment is possible. 
FOR THE same reason, pro- 
bationary employees also may 
be terminated for religious and 
political affiliations. 
The University is also con- 
cerned about its rights, Stoner 
said. He said if the University 
has to state a reason for dis- 
missal, the reason could be used 
in litigation of a lawsuit. 
"This is a moral issue, not a 
legal issue ... We have here an 
issue of academic freedom," 
Stoner said. 
'Execs* trained 
Teresa Tarantlno 
reporter 
If you think all it takes to be 
a good housekeeper is know- 
ing how to make beds and 
wash dishes, the Office of 
Continuing Education has a 
program to prove you wrong. 
Beginning this weekend, 
the office and the Greater 
Toledo Seaway Chapter of the 
National Executive House- 
keeper Assoc. Inc. will be 
offering classes toward certi- 
fication as an executive 
housekeeper. 
The Toledo NEHA chapter 
came to the University a year 
ago proposing the classes, 
said Joyce Kepke, director of 
conferences for the Office of 
Continuing Education. 
"NEHA and the University 
are both seeking to upgrade 
the housekeeping profession 
through education,  she said. 
The program will offer 18 
courses and the first one, 
Orientation to Institutional 
Housekeeping, will be held 
this weekend; Kepke said. 
Introductory courses in 
economics, personnel man- 
agement, records, psychol- 
ogy, safety, interior 
decorating, housekeeping 
techniques and work controls 
will be offered, Carolyn 
Keefe, program director, 
said. 
BECAUSE COURSES are 
usually held for one or two 
weekends, there is no time for 
heavy concentration in one 
area, she added. 
Kepke said many regis- 
tered for the classes are 
housekeepers in hospitals, 
motels, nursing homes or 
businesses. 
The program was created 
because of a desire by those 
in the field to become more 
professional, Keefe said, add- 
ing certification increases the 
likelihood of getting hired. 
rDateline 
Friday. Sept. 28 
Master Class - Violinist Mi- 
riam Fried, who has appeared 
with the New York and Boston 
philharmonics and Vienna and 
London symphonies, will teach a 
master class at 2:30 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. The class is 
free and open to all. 
No. 9" by Charles Koechlin and 
"Legende" by Florent Schimdt. 
The recital is at 8 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. Free and open 
to all. 
Saturday, Sept. 29 
Football - The University foot- 
ball team will take on Eastern 
Michigan University at 1 p.m. at 
Doyt L. Perry Field. 
Volleyball - The University 
team will play Ball State Uni- 
versity at 7 p.m. in Anderson 
Arena. 
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BG News/Susan Cross 
Wendy Barnett. member of "Le Ballets Jazz De Montreal" for five years, puts on her false eyelashes 
prior to Wednesday's performance In Kobacker Hall. 
Applications for Student 
Athletic Board 
are available in the 
Office 
405 Student Services 
Undergraduate Student Government 
Help promote collegiate athletics 
Students for 
m&ANB[Mr84 RTEAGANTSBFU°SH   84 
Thank you for your support & patience during 
President Reagans historic visit, but don't forget 
- we still have much to do. 
• SATURDAY, Sept. 29, 10 a.m. Wood County 
Republican Headquarters Grand Opening 
201 S.  Main St.  Bands,  Balloons,  & 
CONGRESSMAN LATTA 
• MONDAY, Oct. 1, 7 p.m. Student Voter 
Registration Drive 204 Moseley Hall 
• TUESDAY, Oct. 9 Voter Registration Deadline 
• WEDNESDAY, Oct. 10 HOWARD BAKER, U.S. 
Senate majority Leader, at Bowling Green High 
School. Limited number of free student tickets 
available at headquarters grand opening 
• Official BGSU Presidential Commeorative 
T-shirts-Watch Tuesday BG News for information. 
For more information or to volunteer call Wood County Republican 
Headquarters 352-5149 
Paid for by: 
WOOD COUNTY REPUBLICANS 
BG News/ Susan Cross 
Jazz Ballet 
Odette Lalone, rehearsal mistress for the company and a ten year member, leads a class of University 
students and faculty in Eppler South Thursday morning In jazz ballet techniques. "Le Ballet Jazz" kicked of 
the Artist Series at the University. 
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Saturday,  Sept.   29,   1984 
Slip & Sis 
Scolt & Heather 
Stonie & Leslie 
Kyle... & Schweiny... 
Flash & Eva 
Mike & Chrisli 
Doug & Jennifer 
Seoll & Kelly 
Mark & Ellen 
Ron & Nancy 
Dew & Barb 
Guccione & Vanessa 
'Jim & Amy 
Jerry & Nancy 
Jim & Shelly 
Neal & Kay 
Bear & Pumkin 
Matthew & Jodie 
Thorn & Gayle 
B.F. & Marcia 
Jeff & Kathleen 
Mole & Jill 
Spud & Heidi 
Brian & Kristie 
Steve & Donna 
Pere de Butter et 
Bert Convy & Jim Nabors 
Hoss & Fluffy 
Greg & Amy 
Greg & Stephanie 
Mama & Peachcakes 
Mom & Beta 
John & Darcy 
Doug & Leslie 
Louie & Sallie 
Buck & Tiger 
Brian & Laurie 
Pete & Claire 
Tom & Mary Beth 
Brad & Patty 
Tadd & Deb 
Haricot Chaud 
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A Yearbook 
"Saves Your Life... »* 
THINK ABOUT IT! 
Order your KEY TODAY 
in the Union Oval 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
and GET A FREE PRIZE! 
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Eastern not an automatic win 
by Sieve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
Eastern Michigan's football 
team did not win a Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference game last year. 
The closest they came was 
against Bowling Green, and BG 
head coach Denny Stolz will not 
let his team forget that game. 
"They (EMU) played their 
best football against us," Stolz 
said. "Eastern's scheme was 
better than the results (26-21). In 
other words they are a well 
coached team." 
So  far  the   "well   coached 
It is the defense that could 
give BG's offense a little test. 
Stolz cited defensive tackle Der- 
rick Whitehead as one of the 
Hurons' better defensive play- 
ers. Last week, Whitehead has 
10 solo tackles and 14 assists. 
THREE OF 24 tackles have 
been for losses totaling 25 yards. 
That puts him in a 10 way tie for 
ninth in tackles for a loss, but his 
number of yards would put him 
in second place among the MAC 
leaden. 
Look for defensive back Jerry 
Clayton attempting to pick off 
Brian McClure's passes as he 
team" has not put a notch in the 
win column this year, but bat- 
tled Ohio University to a tough 
16-13 loss in Ypsilanti, Mich. 
Despite the loss Huron coach 
Jim Harkema still had atten- 
dance to smile about as they 
broke a school record for paid 
attendance with 19,281. 
"It's great to see the support," 
Harkema said. "I thought our 
defense played great; we just 
didn't perform offensively." 
ranks third in the MAC with two 
interceptions which were re- 
turned for 63 yards, putting him 
in second place. 
However if BG's offense per- 
forms in the same fashion as last 
week's game against Miami, 
EMU could be In for a long 
game. 
A combination of McClure 
passing and Bernard White run- 
ning led BG to a 41-10 win over 
the Redskins but, "that game's 
behind us now," Stolz said. 
Defensively, the Falcons will 
have to contain quarterback 
Robert Gordon and a quick 
backfield. 
"Production-wise offensively 
they are about the same as last 
year," Stolz said. "Eastern like 
Western and Central (Michigan) 
all have quick backs. Gordon 
moves quick and uses the op- 
tion. They really like to run 
that." 
The Falcons are used to the 
option backs, and with the stingy 
defense should be able to contain 
Kit about anything the Hurons 
ve to offer. 
LINEBACKERS Chris Hart- 
man and Troy Dawson own 
spots in the MAC'S top 10 in 
tackles. Hartman holds top hon- 
ors with 48 tackles, averaging 16 
per game, and Dawson has 
stopped opponents on 41 occa- 
sions, averaging 13.7. 
The Falcons do have a few 
injuries on defense. Lineman 
Phil Walker will miss the re- 
mainder of the year with a sepe- 
rated shoulder. Stu Tolle (leg 
contusion), will be spotted, and 
Brian Munson (bruised hand) 
should start. 
Despite these injuries, the 
Falcons will probably not have 
too much trouble with the Hu- 
rons' offense and will probably 
give the Hurons a few headaches 
But Stolz still remembers last 
year's game that was almost a 
loss for the Falcons. 
BG spikers to be tested 
by MAC foes MCI, BSU 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
The volleyball team's pair 
of home mntnh— this week- 
end will put the Falcons' 6-3 
record to the Mid-American 
Conference test. Bowling 
Green hosts Miami tonight 
and Ball State tomorrow, 
both matches being played in 
Anderson Arena at 7 p.m. 
The Falcon spikers, fresh 
off Tuesday's loss at the 
hands of the Michigan Wol- 
verines, have a few quirks to 
iron out of their game before 
facing their MAC foes, 
according to head coach Den- 
ise Van Be Walle. 
"We look at Tuesday as 
simply a bad match; it could 
have happened three weeks 
ago," she said. "We hope to 
have learned a lesson from it. 
Our goal is to practice as a 
team and play as a team but 
Tuesday we didn't." 
This weekend promises to 
be no cakewalk, however, as 
both MU and BSU are known 
for their relentless style of 
volleyball. Both teams own 1- 
1 MAC records compared to 
BG's 3-1 mark, but all three 
squads have beaten Eastern 
Michigan and lost to Central 
Michigan. 
WITH THE Falcons sport- 
ing a new look featuring six 
freshmen, many in key roles, 
the weekend gives BG a 
chance to see how they com- 
pare with some of the MAC'S 
tougher teams, according to 
Van De Walle. 
"We're above them now in 
the MAC but they're two good 
teams that beat us last year,", 
she said. "We're basically a 
new team and we'll have to 
see how we stack up against 
them." 
Both BSU and MU beat the 
Falcons twice last year and 
senior co-captain Becky 
Snider knows from experience 
that neither squad can be 
taken lightly. 
"It's going to be a tough 
weekend because Ball State 
and Miami have the reputa- 
tion for not letting up and, in 
the four years that I've 
played them, they've never 
given up," Snider said. "I 
know we have the potential to 
beat them both and I'm glad 
we're meeting them now. 
With the Falcons in a re- 
building stage, winning is not 
necessarily the most impor- 
tant outcome of the two 
matches. 
"We're looking for im 
provement constantly and if 
we lose both matches in five 
but play great, I'm not going 
to say that we're awful. Van 
De Walle said. "We'll get a 
clearer picture of our pro- 
gress (after this weekend) 
because we're making some 
changes that will be hest In 
the long run." * 
HOWEVER, A victory over 
either squad would be a sweet 
one as Van De Walle spent 
her playing days in a Cardi- 
nal uniform while assistant 
coach Lori Brown worked as 
a setter for MU. 
"It's a personal thing, but 
I'm sure the team is aware of 
it," Van De Walle said. 
The second year coach also 
said that she believes fan 
support will be a very impor- 
tant factor in this weekend's 
matches. 
"We're bouncing back off a 
loss and these are two big 
conference matches," she 
said. "We want more people 
to come out because we need 
the crowd behind us this 
weekend." 
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ATTENTION Am.rlc.n Marketing Assocls- 
Don Msmpsri: Chack your mallboi. Big Blua 
Chip Polrfli ln«ornd.  
ATTENTION CMMMAL JUSTICE MAJORS: 
JOHN STEDMAN. THE PATROL COM- 
MANDER OF THE ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 
POLICE OEPT. WILL BE GIVING A LECTURE 
ON FRIDAY. SEPT. 21, ISM, AT 4:30 pm IN 
ROOM 110 OF THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRA- 
TWN BUHONQ. ALL ARE WELCOME. 
CDIS MAJORS NSSHLA mealing Tua» Oct 2. 
6:00 pm In the Union's State Room.  
CDIS MAJORS 
Oral School Seminar nas been changed to 
Wed Oct 3 Irom 11.30-2.00 In Rm 205 South 
Hal. Df BonlBa Qroenborg wis be the speaker 
ATTENTION American Marketing Ataocle- 
tlon Memoeri: Here's your chance to receive 
big Blue Chip Points. Check your msHbosss. 
FREE 
THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
OF BOSU PRESENTS THE 6TH ANNUAL 
CAREER AWARENESS WEEK FROM OCT 1- 
OCT 4 ALL EVENTS 7 30-9 30pm 
NIGHTLY 3RD FLOOR UNION   AU 
MAJORS WELCOME  
FRIOAY MAGAZINE MEETING 
FRIDAY 8728. 2 pm 
ALL INTERESTED PLEASE ATTEND 
 106 UNIVERSITY HALL  
Intramural Advisory Board 
Aopscatiorts being accepted 108 Rec Center. 
Wl only accept first 10 applications   Fresh- 
men, sophomores preferred   Deadline MOn. 
Oct  1 by 4:00 pm  
JOURNALISM 300 deedene Admission lorms 
are due on Friday. Oct 12. In the School ol 
Joumetsm.  
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION 
INFO 1 SIGN-UPS IN BA LOBBY 
TUESDAY-FRIDAY SEPT 25-SEPT 28 
The Department of Sociology wishes to an- 
nounce thai memorial services we) be held tor 
Dr   AJda K. Toman, Professor of Sociology. 
Bowing Green Stste University 1982-1084 
Friday. October 5. 1984 
4 30 pm 
Prout Chapel 
Reception to tolow In McFel Ga—ry 
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shabbel 
Services every Friday evening at 6 30 pm In 
the FscuKy Lounge of the Student Union. AJ 
sitersstsd students & faculty are Invited to 
attend. For further Information on Jewish ecttv- 
ities on campus, contact Prof David Weinberg. 
211 WMems. 372-2940  
An orgartzattonal/inlormationel meeting of 
Women for Women (campus femewsts) art be 
held on Monday. Oct 1st at 7:00 pm in the 
International Lounge ol Warns He*. Anyone 
interested in participating Is invited to attend 
true meeting If you are unable to attend or need 
more Wtamanon please cat The Women's 
Center 372-2281 ____ 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: ONE PAIR DOCKSCER SHOES 
MON EPPLERN OR INTRAMURAL FIELD 
 CALL 354-8474.  
I bet Gray Denim Jacket in 
115 Education BUg Sept  18 
Please eel 354-7152  REWARD 
RIDES 
Ride needed lo Clndnneii 
 Cel Kathy 372 5848.  
GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AC - 
FOR DETAILS WRITE ACADEMIC RE- 
SEARCH, BOX 9128C, TOLEDO. OH 43697 
KJS 1 hour photo proceoamg at Ben FrantoW 
FREE Mo about book "Obtain Maximum Col- 
lege Financial Aid' SCA. 3641 Deal. Oept Cfl, 
Houston. TX 77025 Phone [713) 866-7899 
Typing: Papers  oTeeertaoone. etc  372-2281 
or 352-0635 \ 
RUTHIES SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS 
Hemming, new sluts and dresses Letters 
sewn on. Garments must be dean. 
362-7268.  
Typing and Word Processing 
papers, resumes, letters 
 Nancy 362-0609  
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rales Cen- 
ter for Choice, downtown Toledo. 419-258- 
7769;  
PERSONALS 
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS 
Merested m or>oplng? Cel the Co-op office for 
Information on the foaowtng exceeerrf opportu- 
rases. CleIreland CCA firm, Toledo eutomotfve 
manutadurar 222 Adrian Bdg 372-2461 
Aloha Xl'r 
Pet psyched for SAtfsad Reoeellll 
Alpha Xl'a- 
Ores! |ob on winning the spirit award tor 
Sigma Chi Derby Oeysl Keep up the good 
work)  
ATTENTION UOMA CM COACHES 
TOOOe SAM: 
YOU OUYS ARE THE BEST, THANKS FOR A 
FANTASTIC TIME DURING DERBY DAYS. 
LOVE, THE ALPHA XI'S.  
To Jane 6 JB 
Thanks for the super efterhours 
Lets get tanked1 The Sigma Ohfe 
• BEDRACE • BEDRACE ■ BEORACE ■ 
FRIOAY, SEPT   28. 4:00 pm 
RIDGE STREET  
' BEDRACE ' BEORACE ' BEORACE ' 
FRIOAY 4:00-6:00 RrOGE STREET 
• BEDRACE • BEORACE • BEDRACE • 
B-E-L-C—H 
Now that we have your attention. Beth Perry, 
hope you had a great b-dey and re* em babyl 
Peeoe. love, a Jack and Jell  
CARMEAN-DON'T YOU THINK THAT YOU 
SHOULD ASK FOR A MERCEDES FOR YOUR 
BIRTHDAY? BUT DONT WORRY. ITS JUST A 
BLADE OF GRASS! HAVE A GREAT BIRTH- 
DAY DUDE! LOVE YA, JANET. P.S. e»e H. 
When's your tMley?  
Chuck Todd 
Sorry about the hassle, especisty after the job 
you ad last weekend You're eMght lor being a 
Htle 'afferent'. 
KstJi, Duene, Ray. Chuck. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS 
WTERESTED  M  CO-OPING? CLEVELAND 
MANUFACTURING FIRM. DAYTON AFB. AM 
HERST MANUFACTURER IK>STrrONS AVAIL- 
ABLE. CALL CO-OP OFFICE 222 Ad. BUg 
372-2451.  
Congrats to the AXO'e on winning the 33rd 
Slgms CN Derby Days. Shots tor everyone. 
AXQal   Love from your cosches, Jim a BS 
CO—OP OPPOISTUNIIkU 
FOR RTVT MAJORS 
Toledo TV Station and Toledo Hospital Cel or 
stop by Co-op office 222 Admin FJkHj   372 
2461.  
TO THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHL I WOULD 
UKE TO THANK YOU FOR AU YOUR 
COOPERATION WITH DEMY DAYS a RUSH. 
LETS MAKE THIS ONE HELL OF A YEAR. 
FROM YOUR GRAND POOBAH. MOM 
DEAR SEXY WOMAN 
WHEN WE GO TO THE EMU VS BGSU 
FOOTBALL GAME SATURDAY. MAY I BRING 
MY WALKMAN? I HAVE TO FOLLOW FALCON 
FOOTBALL ACTION ON 88 1 FM WBGU 
AFTERALL. THEY'RE THE SPORTS LEAD- 
ERS! 
YOURS, RCK STUOMAN 
Eessn- 
You're the beet Csmy Little ever' Get psyched 
tor Celebration 84 with the Alpha Chfet 
Love you- Mfchste. 
To my BG Swimming J Drying Buddkse Thenka 
a melon tor He pent I named It DELSOF eftor 
us! I know wel have sn AWESOME season' 
Love. Jeanne 
The Slgms Chi Clean up crew would axe to 
■hank Cindy Scneetar S Amy McFertend tor 
their Help  
F»Ts- The Gemma FTa's are looking forward to a 
rodun' tee wan /all ■ 
GAMMA PM CRUSH DATE PARTY 
GAMMA PM CRUSH DATE PARTY 
tJAMesA PM CRUSH DATE PARTY 
001' GDI ' OOt 
FOR PEOPLE WITH PERSONALITIES 
 OF THEIR OWN 
GET MVOLVED 
RESIOENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
RSA MEETING MONDAY 7:00 PM 
ALUMNI ROOM. 3RD FLOOR UNION 
   OCT MVOLVED  
Order your KEY 
new Union Oval 
TODAY 
andgetafree 
pro*! 
GOLDENHEARTS ' ' GOLDENHEARTS 
OOLC6M«rARTS • • OfJLDENHEARTS 
GOOD LUCK TO ALL •DREAM OJEEN- 
CANOtDATES M TODAY'S BEORACE. 
THE BROTHERS OF SAE 
Happy Bkthdey LYDW PAOAMCO! 
Gel reedy to cerebrate" 
Leva, your roorraaa. 
Have you ever had an sbortton? Do you have 
trouble torgeUng tie experience Come to heer 
s speaker who understends Women exploited 
by abortion. Tuss-Oct 2. 7:30 p.m. SI Oeh 
Theater 
Hey Aloha DeHs 
The Ducks and the Lions are gonna bop H we 
drop tomorrow nrohtl See ye there. 
Love. The DUs 
Hey HsnrJsome ■ got s Gamma PM Crush? 
HEY HANOBOME- 
QOT A GAMMA PM CRUSH? 
Hey OrtenUMen Group H. 
Get peychad  tor  our Ice  cream party on 
Monday. Hope to see you there! 
Christy A Jennie 
Hey PM Mu's A Lambda CM's 
The Sk) Epa ere reedy to pertyl 
tee you tonight at the 4 D's. 
TO AU THE BORORtlrES THAT PARTICI- 
PATED IN  OUR   Urd  UOMA  CM DERBY 
DAYS. WE APPRECIATED ALL THE FUN a 
0000 TIMES. WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT 
WITHOUT YOU OJRLS. THANKS. 
LOVE, THE BIOS 
JIM. RCK, ROB. DOUG, t TOM 
ON SATURDAY MORNING. NO LONGER WVU. 
YOU HAVE TO SAY YOU'RE A FUt TO BE. 
BECAUSE YOUR PURPLE WIU SHOW AND 
YOU'LL BE A TRUE FLU 
 CC4*3RATULATrONSI SCOTT 
Kappa Sigma Pledges. 
We're sorry you 1 have to wsB to meet 
your Secret Sterdusters. but the happy 
hours wl rot on October 6th We hope 
to sse si the brothers there too You're 
ate moat wanted men m Stardueler Country' 
We love youl Your Ursa Sktsoe 
KO'S 
• was a greet warm-up. lei's do it again soon. 
Love. The Phi Deris 
Keey. 
Get ready for a wed Urns at Dawn Dance thai 
weekend I'm reefy psyched about It. 
Love. Scott 
Krtety RBey 
CensreftsBoni and beet ol tock en your 
engagement to Tom! 
The OolssnUirH 
Mke Scheekt- rs been s rough week now let 
the tun begin, put on your dancing shoes end 
grab that bottle of gin Get psyched, it'! be 
worm the wait Soon youl be Active, with an 
Alpha Chi daMt Oat trad up tor Celebration 
841 Love. Mtohato  
RKME, 
THANK YOU FOR THE BEST YEAR OF MY 
LIFE. HAPPY ANNIVERSARY. 
AU MY LOVE; SUE 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI WOULD LIKE 
TO THANK JAB ANO PUGS FOR DOING A 
GREAT JOS ON THE MRP DERBY DAYS. 
SAE BEDRACE HAPPY HOURS, M P.M. 
FRsDAY AT UPTOWNlTJOWNTOWN. WE WILL 
ANNOUNCE   THE   DREAM   QUEEN   WINNER 
AMD AWARD THE RACE WINNERS.  
BCHAEF FOR aWEETHEART 
Selected Fel Blouses 
26% oil. Jeans N Things 
S31 ridge  
' *' SIGMA ALPHA EPSK.ON BEORACE - *' 
TODAY 9/28 4:00-8:00 RIDGE ST 
COME WATCH THE BE0T1ME FUN! 
SIGMA PHI EPSftON GOLDENHEART RUSH 
Tuesday Oct.2 4 Thursday Oct 4 si 7:30 
Bneasaeis haa a spsMsl surprise coming 
seen! Watt* tor dotsHs.  
The tlisskhustill hsveerrhad. 
F Of more MtMfMeMIOtfl • OffSe* I 
 call 3S4-S727  
Tony a RKk ol S Colege 
Thsnks lor giving 6 yr old Holy s Ml 
during the crash to see the Pros 
WW he be sbte to vote? 
WM he know the rituals? 
Or wHI he |ust keep on acting Irks s brother 
tor nothing? Your guess Is ss good ss nuns. 
Leek out brothers Btrfer's going active. 
Olympic K. sea 
Psm Laber- Congrats on your engagement to 
Stove. Beet wishes - The Awseoms Foursome 
Dunbsr StnVlgns CO., L.N., L.C , K.H. 
Ordsr your KEY 
rn the Union Oval 
TODAY 
andgetafree 
prize! 
Special Occasions 
The BaSoonman 
352-6081 
BG'S ORIGINAL 
Morning Donut Detvery 
Ouasty donuts a roes 4 
Years In business Delicious 
hsnd-drpped ice cream 
The Getaway 352-4162 
Guitar lor sale, Madeira  becked by guild. 
Never used, velvet lined hard shall cess. 
400.00 firm. I paid $850.00. 354-B838. 
For Sale: 74 Opal Mania 
rune greet cat Dslaa snytlms 
 384-7611 S650  
AUDI 100LS new trsnsmtsslon. battery, rev 
Urea, starter  Wl give to highest otter  Andy 
352 7043  
For Sale Chair. Gold Good condition $30 00 
Csl 3524233 
WANTED 
One male roommate to take over 
apt. payments on 542 Frazee #16 
 st $95/month 354-8028.  
Female Roommate needed to move in immedi- 
ately    Specious,  clean   house  located  near 
campus and town. $125 per month, alec 
phone, completely furnished Csl 352-8792 
HELP WANTED 
•• ACCOUNTING STUDENTS •• 
Dayton area CPA Arm seeks 
Jr. or Sr. atxourWng major for 
Spring Semester Co-op. 
Pay $6-8 per hour 
Csl or visit Co-op office 
222 Adrren. BUg 372-2461 
i Wind Eneembte 
"an unaeoyed deajtil" 
Wednesday. Oct 3. at 8 pm 
KobeckerHal 
cel 372-0171 lor tickets 
FOR SALE 
FOR SALE 1973 Plymouth SsteUte Sebnng 
Looks A Runs grsetl MUST SELL $1500 or 
otter Cel Jsy 372-1248.  
Color TV, Sanyo Stereo & Speakers, beer 
lap system. Beercet progrsmmeble scanner 
364-8978.    
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Wiled by Trud* Michel Jiffe 
ACROSS 
Floats 
Rebuffs 
West wind 
Chinese nurse 
Fabulous 
tabuiis. 
Retrain 
syllables 
Everywhere 
Implore 
Put inio words 
Type ol weapon 
At any time 
Basic com- 
pound 
Put up 
 .buckle my 
shoe 
Plamsl LHi 
Fabnc dyed 
with wax 
 a plea 
Nobleman 
Work by 
Thomas Benton 
Friend's pro 
noun 
Words on a 
menu 
Metric measure 
City m 
Yorkshire 
Electric eye. lo« 
one 
Leaves on base 
inferno 
creator 
Dolled with 
tiara, in 
heraldry 
Notions 
Hero o<a Saint 
Saens opera 
Seasoning 
Mrs 
Mac Donald? 
Mariner's 
course 
Pan of UAW 
Seaport on 
Okinawa 
 See. arm 
of the Pacific 
emitted a cer- 
tain light 
Too much: Fr. 
DOWN 
Duffers golf 
stroke 
2 Moreno of 
baseball 
3 Theda 
* Conscience 
stricken 
5 More regret- 
table 
6 Writer Wallace 
7 Wherethe 
Amur flows 
6 lecterns 
9 Product of 
whales 
10 Of a mountain 
chain 
11 Improbable 
12 Airline to Ihe 
Mideast 
13 Martha of films 
18 City in SE Brazil 
22 Sports area 
24 Drive bacfc 
26 Clerical gar 
ment 
27 Lively pro- 
vincial dances 
28 Challenge* 
30 Golf clubs 
31 Musical com 
position 
32 New Zealand 
parrots 
34 Pastries 
37 Glad 
38 Lodging ola 
sort 
40 Thirsl (tor) 
41 Birthplace ol 
HST 
43 Fries lightly 
45 Man back 
47 Herool 
Babylonian 
mylh 
49 Fedor I 
50 Heavenly head 
dress 
51 r.nes ol 
respect in India 
53 Have the lead 
54 King ol Greece 
(1832 621 
55 Certain tide 
58 One of Ihe 3 
Stooges 
1 
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Loft orders tor oft campus housing 
are now being taken For Information 
t to order cal 
The Lolt Conetructton a Storage Service 
352-3838 (9am 5pm) 
FOR RENT 
EAflN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERV? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS. SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAQUNAS P.O 
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 60625-0791 
Houaeboys needed for sorority house   Csl 
372-3495 or 372-2567  
RESPONSIBLE.   LOVING  PERSON  NEEDED 
TO  PROVIDE,  OCCASIONAL  CHILD  CARE 
EVENINGS ANO WEEKENDS FOR A 
TODDLER REFERENCES REQUIRED 
Unds 352-3188. 
F roommate needed to sublet apt Field Manor 
sots   $112 50 mo plus electric > phone 
Cal 354-8579 
2 bdrm apt dose to campus to sublet 
Avaleble immerUstely 
  354-7366 
SUBLEASE 
1 bdrm dose to campus 
available Immediotery 
354-7185 
Video Cassette end Video Disc rental 
3 dsys. 3 movies. $29.96 
Pianos Video Ctr  1028 N Mam 
354-3513 
2 Bedroom Student rental 
Close lo Campus 
Cal 352 5335 
Deity Rental end Leasing $14 00 perdsy Auto 
Outlet 352-2227 1010 S   Mam SI. 
God cares. 
You are worth caring 
about. No matter what. 
We believe that because 
the Bible says it. And 
our own experience 
convinces us: our 
church is filled with 
people who have 
known despair, heart- 
ache, sickness, guilt. 
Yet each one has found 
a way to the caring 
God. Before this ad was 
placed we started pray- 
ing for you because we 
care too. Give us a call. 
We'd like to share. 
Presented with love, 
The Assemblies of God. 
Pastor Randy Carter 
MoSn JB7«r7 Hmttm 3V-«W 
(■Ofa2».&^Crea.0««lu7 
Worship 
Sunday Warn & 6pm 
4D's building, 
7th & High St. 
q in Palalanies flicks N Pics Roadtrin On Slai 
aoies Flicks N Pics Roadlnn On Stage Tuning mf 
sTMPics RoadtPiD On stage Tuning In Paiatauies 
oaN ismstaqe Tuninq In' ■    N Picj 
staHuaziie in Paiaiaiiies    September 28.1981 i 
Inside Friday: 
Hot Singles, top LP's 
For ice cream lovers 
Calendar of events 
"All of Me" review 
-nil 16 Mews Magazine 
Don't compromise; satirize. 
Cralg Hergert doesrTt get mad or even. He satirizes his gripes. 
3 
"She Stoops to Conquer" 
'An old play with contemporary Ideas.' 
"Annie comes to Westgate 
(She'll be there 'til New Year's Day). 
Cow Photo.: (top) Jenny Burok of Maumee, Jennifer O'Neill of Toledo. Sarah Nagy 
of Maumee, Came Robinson of Perrysburg and Shawn Hudson of Toledo do their 
version of a chorus line In the opening performance of "Annie," this season's play at 
the Westgate Dinner Theater, (bottom) Franklin Delano Roosevelt (Tim Braden) fells 
Annie (Johanna Wealton) what really happened to her parents. See story, page 5. 
Pldey photo by Alex Horvath 
FrMU/TM M laws MagizlH —  
Elltir 
Morcella Grande 
engines Ellttr 
Jim Youll 
Assl. Brapmcs Editor 
Andrea Schlndler 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BO News, 106 University Ha«, Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
. $2.00 off Hooded Seatshirts 
$1.00 off Sweatpants 
Medium Weight or new 
"Russel-Like" Heavy Weight 
FALCON HOUSE 
"Your Running Shoe & Sportswear Headquarters" 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Open 10-9 Mon.-Fri. 10-5 Sat. 
with this coupon Good Thru 10/6/84 
HOMECOMING SPECIAL 
Hotel Hairstyling is offering a       , 
"HOMECOMING SPECIAL" 
of a wet down cut for only $5.00 
Just walk in (across form Milton's) or call 
352-4810 for an appointment. 
Spedal October 1-13 
4fV 
m£ %• HUTCH 
OH S Ma* » to—«r>g dm 
352-8459 
• 2 for 1 
Assorted Tropical Fish 
• We have over 150 fresh & saltwatertanks on display & 
expanding with new saltwater fish weekly 
'New ownership will match any price & surpass quality 
^^S/- HUTCH 
• 10 GALLON SET-UP 
$37.00 
rr — — — — — =. COUPONS = = — — — — ^\ 
♦ 
♦ ♦ 
-includes- 
Tank-hood-filter-pump-heater-thermometer-gravel 
• 10% OFF on assorted Tetra fish food 
• 100 GOLDFISH —$7.50 
• FREE KITTENS 
"Coupon good until 10-28-84/not valid with other coupons 
HOWARD'S 
. COME IN & CHECK OUT 
No Pellvm ThU Sp.cigi 
Pick Up tv 0"* In 
E.pi.e.s   10-15-84 
k. 
FREE PIZZP     ijtv\apP>  H0ur 
Daily 'til 9:00 
Now Open At 
Noon AAon-Sat 
& At 2:00 Sundays 
OPEN EVERY NIGHT  TIL 2:30 
NO COVER 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
210 N MAIN 
♦ ♦ 
"WE GIVE YOU mORE! 
Buy a large 1 Buy a medium 
16" Pizza 1 13" Pizza 
Get a 1 
1 
1 ■ 
Get a 
medium 13" Small lO" 
FREE FREE 
With some number of ilems 
One Coupon Per Pmo 
W((h some number Of ite^S 
One Coupon Pe- Puia 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C. 
pEfe^^m 352-5166 
I 
I 
?03N mom    I 
I 
=S.^^.^.—^..QQiieOm-— SE 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ 
t 
t 
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by Cottiy A. Cole 
If Ronald Reagan loses the election, Craig Her- 
gert, teaching fellow and English Ph.D. candidate, 
may lose his inspiration. 
Hergert uses his wit and talent to satirize things 
that bother him - including Ronald Reagan and the 
Republicans - in word ana song. 
Hergert said he'll be writing political songs as 
long as Reagan is in office. He sees no end to the 
absurdities. 
"He's a non-stop inspiration," Hergert said. "I 
watch the news and sometimes before the story is 
half over I have my guitar in hand." 
Hergert's first song, "This Book's Got To Go," 
written a year ago, is about book banning. The 
inspiration came from reading articles about book 
burnings and an essay by one of bis students. 
Oh, these books have got to go 
Take my word, I know... 
My Mend who almost read 'em 
Suggested I should shred 'em. 
Pleased with his first attempt, Hergert wrote 11 
more songs. He has played five times - at the Peace 
Coalition Coffee House and candlelight vigil in 
April, the Nuclear Freeze Picnic, Margarita's 
amateur night and most recently at the Campus 
Democrats Meeting. 
He will play Wednesday at a coffee house sponsored 
&i the Campus Democrats at St. Thomas More 
niversity Parish in the Fireside Lounge. 
Hergert was prompted to write songs after attend- 
ing the Martin Luther King march in Washington 
last summer. He heard folk singers such as Peter, 
Paul and Mary and Pete Seger and wanted to 
emulate them. He said his song writing "came out 
of nowhere," but the trip to Washington had some- 
thing to do with it. 
Hergert mixes politics and language when teaching 
English 207. His songs make such strong 
statements about Reagan because he wantsjgople 
Teaching 
fellow 
expresses 
ire 
through 
satire 
to listen and think the way he does. But he is careful 
to point out, "I certainly don't demand the second 
thing in the classroom. 
Teaching English, preferably literature, in either 
the East or West is Hergert's goal. 
He is fascinated by politics, folk songs, movies and 
American history, especially the '60s. The 28-year- 
old has chosen a career in English so that he is in a 
discipline which encompasses all of his interests. 
Through his songs Hergert said he wants to raise 
people s awareness, especially of the "wrong- 
doings" of authority. 
"People listen and realize that authority is not pure 
and clean," Hergert said. "I'd like people to be 
more inclined to question authority." 
The idea for his song "Star Wars" came from 
watching Casper Weinberger on TV talk about 
"how wonderful these new weapons in space would 
W*3 
be." Hergert said. 
"It was so absurd that I didn't have to go very far to 
produce a satire." 
Oh, the earth's a fine and noble place, 
but there's not enough room for a total 
arms race. 
Time to move into outer space for the shooting of STAR WARS. 
"The Land of Ronald Reagan" is a song in which 
Hergert describes a tycoon going to vote in 1980 and 
dreaming of the new "land of milk and honey" 
where"he won't pay any tax money" if Reagan is 
elected. 
Where day is called night 
and the signs say 'Keep Right' 
That's the land of Ronald Reagan. 
Using George Orwell's ideas and noting the simila- 
rities between the Reaganadministrauon and the 
government in 1984, Hergert penned "Reagan for 
President in 1984." 
Hergert said the ironies were easy to see. 
"Reagan names a missile 'Peacekeeper,' makes 
changes in the Freedom of Information Act and has 
an agency called Environmental Protection," he 
said. 
"All these agencies are not doing what they say 
they are doing." ' 
|   Oh, the earth's a fine and 
noble place, 
but there's not enough room 
for a total arms race. 
Time to move Into outer space 
for the shooting of STAR WARS. 
-Craig Hergert ■ 
Satirist w 
While earning his undergraduate degree at Concor- 
dia University in St. Paul, Minn., Hergert edited the 
school newspaper. He said sensational journalism 
makes him "recoil" every time he goes through the 
grocery lines and sees a National Enquirer. Hence 
a song about the tabloid. 
Some of the headlines may be a bit wild, 
Most of them, though, are really quite 
mild. 
Like, 'Boy George is carrying Michael 
Jackson's child. 
Read about it in the Enquirer. 
Hergert said he has been called too idealistic, a 
trait which he hopes to hang on to for as long as he 
can. 
He said idealism is necessary and action should be 
the next step. He hopes his songs are an invitation 
to action. 
"The only consolation 111 have if Reagan wins in '84 
... I'll be writing songs for four more years," 
Hergert said. 
"But I'd just as soon have a four-year vacation." 
Cathy A. Cole is a news/editorial journalism major 
from Toledo, Ohio. 
Craig Hergert sings anti-Reagan satire at Wednesday morning's rally FWDAV/JIm Youll 
Billboard's 
top fens Hie Charts: by The Associated Press  
The following are Billboard's hot record hits as they appear in next week's 
issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1984, Billboard Publications, Inc. 
Reprinted with permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
l."Let's Go Crazy" Prince * The Revolution (Warner Bros.) 
l"I Just Called to Say I Love You" Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
3."Drive" The Can (Elektra) 
4."Missing You" John Waite (EMI-America) 
5."She Bop" Cyndi Laura (Portrait) 
6."Hard Habit to Break*' Chicago (Full Moon-Warner Bros.) 
7."The Glamorous Life" Sheila E. (Warner Bros.) 
8."Lucky Star" Madonna (Sire) 
9."The Warrior" Scandal featuring Patty Smyth (Columbia) 
10."Cover Me" Bruce Springsteen (Columbia) 
TOP UTS 
l."Purple Rain" Prince ft The Revolution (Warner Bros. (-Platinum (More 
than 1 million units sold.) 
2."Bom in the U.S.A." Brace Springsteen (Columbia (-Platinum. 
3."Sports" Huey Lewis * The News (Chrysalis)-Platinum. 
4."Private Dancer" Tina Toner (Capitoll-Platinum. 
5."Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elektra(-Platinum. 
6 '1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Iglesiai (Columbia) 
7."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie (Motown(-Platinum. 
8."Break Out" The Pointer Sisters (Planet)-Gold (More than 500,000 units 
sold.) 
9."Eddie and the Cruisers' Soundtrack" John Cafferty * The Beaver Brownl 
Band (Scotti Bros. (-Gold. 
10."Madonna" Madonna (Sire (-Platinum. 
€ 
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'Humorous, yet human' playkioks off theater season 
by Shelly Trusty 
The Main Auditorium will be trans- 
formed into an 18th-century play- 
house when "She Stoops to Conquer" 
opens Thursday, Oct. 4. 
In 'She Stoops,' a young man is told 
by his father to go to the country to 
meet his fiancee. On the way to her 
house, the young man gets lost and is 
directed to what he believes is an inn. 
The "inn" is actually the house of his 
future wife. Unknowingly, he mis- 
takes his future father-in-law for an 
innkeeper, and his future wife for a 
barmaid. 
According to director Robert Han- 
son, the play has been performed 
every year since it was written in 
1773. 
"The play has a lot of slapstick and 
a lot of mistaken identities; It's a very 
humorous play, but a very human 
play, too," Hanson said. "It's a play a 
campus audience can relate to. There 
are a lot of conflicts between parents 
and children, and between boyfriends 
and girlfriends. It's an old play with 
very contemporary ideas." 
"There will be a lot of unusual 
features with this play. We will be 
accompanied by live harpsichord mu- 
sic, and we will be trying to recreate 
the atmosphere of an 18th-century 
playhouse with our costumes and 
even the programs," he said. "It will 
be a different experience in going to 
the theater." 
To acquaint the audience with the 
mood of the production, there will be 
an exhibition of 18th- and 19th-century 
memorabilia in the lobby of the Main 
Auditorium before the snow. 
"She Stoops to Conquer" formally 
opens the University Theater season. 
If will be performed in the Main 
Auditorium Oct. M and Oct. 10-13. 
Admission is $2 for students and se- 
nior citizens and $4 for adults. 
Shelly Trusty is a junior English 
major torn Reno, Nevada. 
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The three-act dinner 
Off with your napkins, folks, it's showtime: Presenting "Annie tt 
by Jolene Aubel 
Many people think going out to 
dinner before taking in a play makes 
a pleasant evening. Patrons at the 
Westgate Dinner Theater in Toledo 
need not leave their seats to do both. 
The theater, located in the West- 
gate Village Shopping Center at the 
intersection of Central and Secor 
roads, provides guests with a package 
deal of a Broadway production and 
FRIDAY/Alu Honath 
Everything is well again as Mr. Warbucks (Jim Fleetwood) tells Annie of his plans to adopt her on Christmas morning. 
1      -^g     I 
HJ   y *■ 
^KBHiL^ 1    1 
Backstage, Carrie Robinson. Johanna Wealton, Sarah Nagy, Gwen Warnock and 
Jenny Burok talk about what It's like to perform In a show such as "Annie." 
The adult members of the cast are 
also seasoned in their profession. 
"They are experienced profession- 
als with a majority of them earning 
membership in the Actors Equity, the 
national actors' union," Tansey said. 
Along with Maltby, many of the 
performers and production staff are 
Westgate veterans. 
Tim Braden, who plays Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt, also performed in 
"Oliver" at the Westgate last year. 
Prices for dinner theater tickets 
differ according to the time and day of 
the week. 
For Tuesday through Friday eve- 
ning performances, tickets are $18.50 
each. Wednesday matineee tickets 
are $14.95 apiece and a Sunday brunch 
ticket is $16.95. For Saturday evening 
performances, the ticket price is 
Jolene Aubel it * public relations 
major torn Leavittsburg, Ohio. 
buffet dinner. 
Guests may dine 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
when delicious entrees ranging from 
seafood- spinach fettucini to chicken 
Riesling are served by waiters and 
waitresses who often double as actors 
and actresses in the play. 
Prior to a performance, the West- 
gate waiters and waitresses give a 
revue called "Added Attraction." 
Their show is a medley of songs and 
dances from Broadway musicals, 
according to Rita Tansey, advertising 
director For the Westgate. 
"I have five small parts in this play 
along with my duties as a waiter/' 
said Robert Maltby, member of 
"Added Attraction. He added, "I 
have performed in five plays at West- 
gate and worked backstage for many 
others." 
In its 10 seasons, Westgate Dinner 
Theater has put on only productions 
that originated on Broadway, such as 
"The Sound of Music" and "Fiddler 
on the Roof." 
The Tony award-winning "Annie" 
is playing until New Year's Day. 
The children for "Annie" were cho- 
sen through open auditions in the 
Toledo area. Carrie Robinson (Pep- 
per) found out about the auditions 
through a sign in a local McDonald's. 
The children who star in the play 
have a great deal of stage experience. 
Johanna Wealton, a sixth grader 
who plays one of the Annies, has 
appeared in plays including "Music 
Man," "Mr. Scrooge" and "Pied 
Piper" as a member of the Children's 
Theater Workshop. 
FRDAY/AMK Horoth 
Choreographer Leo Muller came from 
Mew York City to supervise the produc- 
tion. He works mainly on B Dad way 
play*. 
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Chocolaty, creamy, fruity and frozen: 
A delicious delight any way you taste it 
by Mary Haucke 
Visions of sugar plum frost dance 
through your head. You depend on the 
stuff for a quick fix. You are an Ice 
Cream Lover, and your kind is pro- jecting symptoms of ice cream mania 
like hanging out nightly at Dairy Queen, or naming your dog Haagen 
Dazs. 
For your addiction, along with the 
cottage cheese in your thighs, the dent 
in your budget and the busted scale, 
you can thank or blame the Greeks. 
Yes, the actual idea of a frozen 
concoction for dessert dates back to 
the ancient Greeks. Among the 
wealthy class, a delectable treat to 
serve to select guests was Ambrosia, 
or food of the gods. A slave would be 
sent in search of ice, usually found 
only at the high altitude of the moun- 
tains. When enough snow or ice was 
found, wine or fruit juices were 
poured over and topped with honey. 
This super sweet mess was the first 
beginning of what we call ice cream 
Hence, the history of ice cream is 
as unusual as some of the flavors. 
Today, the Europeans have a little 
different view of the stuff than we i 
Americans. In France, ice cream is 
found in the most unusual fruit fla- 
vors, such as papaya and black cur- 
rant. An ice cream cone, a la 
francaise, is a thin crepe with ice 
cream melting luciously on the inside. 
Modern Romans boast of their ver- 
sion of ice cream called "gelato." 
Italian ice cream, such as traditional 
spumoni is a bit richer than its French 
counterpart, but not as rich as the 
American style. But at least the Ro- 
mans enjoy the convenience of a 
quick fix, as hundreds of ice cream 
stands are scattered across Rome, 
catering to spumoni fanatics. 
Only in the past 100 years have 
Americans truly learned to appre- 
ciate the different varieties of the 
frozen confection. Today, the ice 
cream lover has an almost infinite 
number of flavors from which to 
choose. Cookies and cream, a mixture 
of vanilla ice cream and crushed Oreo 
cookies, was found to be most popular 
according to a survey conducted by 
People magazine. 
Dive into divinity with brownie treats 
1 lib package of fudge brownie mix 
2 cups marshmallow creme 
2 tablespoons creme de menthe 
Vanilla ice cream 
Prepare brownies and let cool. Cut into large squares. Blend together 
I marshmallow creme and creme de menthe tor an unforgettable mint 
I sauce. Top brownies with big scoops of vanilla ice cream. Pour on the 
I mint sauce. And enjoy heaven. 
Many Ice Cream Lovers haven't 
the access to an exotic ice cream 
flavor every time a craving strikes. 
Never fear, Ice Cream Lover. The 
ever-popular vanilla can become 
exotic with a little creativity and 
addition of some ordinary ingre- 
dients. 
Peanut butter lovers can have the 
best of both worlds with a tablespoon 
or two of creamy crushed goobers 
melted with some honey for a thick 
sauce. 
Chocolate topping can be made 
quickly and cheaply with instant 
chocolate powder and hot milk. Dry 
chocolate powder is tasty on vanilla 
or chocolate, as it melts right into the 
icecream. 
A bowl of vanilla ice cream sea- 
soned with granola and raisins are an 
ice cream lover's answer to break- 
fast. And, of course, nothing can sur- 
pass ice cream topped with crushed 
Oreo cookies. 
For the ultimate in temptation, 
vanilla ice cream covered with choco- 
late chips and/or peanut butter chips 
give the Reese's cup a whole new 
meaning. 
Although fall is coming fast, there 
is still enough summer left to enjoy 
the harvest of fresh fruit. Chopped 
"es and brown sugar or sliced 
Eis mixed with your favorite flavor 
a plain bowl of ice cream into a 
fruity delight. 
By the way, if you are a true ice 
cream connoisseur, then look for the 
butterfat content on the side of the 
carton. The higher the fat content, the 
more creamy and smooth the taste. 
The only drawback to a high fat 
content is a slightly higher price. 
The warm weather will be with us 
for at least a few weeks, and so will 
the warm-weather craving for ice 
cream. So enjoy the wonderful world 
of ice cream while you can. 
With a little creativity, even plain 
ordinary vanilla can be an Indian 
summer experience. 
Mary Haucke is a junior French 
major from Springfield, Ohio 
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Elsewhere 
around town 
by David Schaewe  
Friday, Sept. 28 
UAO presents "Never Cry Wolf' at 8 
p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight tonight 
and tomorrow night in room 210 
Math/Science, $1.50 admission with 
student ID. 
Midnight Stadium Cinema Flick - 
"Footloose- 
Midnight Cla-zel Flick - "Eddie and 
the Cruisers" 
During the week: Stadium Cinema 
will show "All of Me" and "Revenge 
of the Nerds." 
Cla-Zel will show "The Wild Life." 
The Wet Shavers will play tonight and 
tomorrow night at Howard's Club H. 
Mick Payne will play old favorites at 
DiBenedetto's from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Timepeace will play at Milton's to- 
night. 
Oct. 3 
Auditions for the Toledo Ballet Com- 
pany's production of "The Nut- 
cracker'' will be held ai 8 p.m. for all 
adults at the Toledo Ballet Company 
Headquarters in the Franklin Park 
Mall. 
Proof of Utah will debut at 10 p.m. at 
Milton's. Band members include rem- 
nants of "The Invisible Flintstones." 
OcL4 
"Nutcracker" auditions will be held 
for all males and females high school 
age and older. 
Oct. 14 
Sammy Hagar and Krokus in concert 
at the Toledo Sports Arena at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets are $11 advance, $12 the 
day of the show and can be purchased 
at the Sports Arena box office and all 
Ticket World locations. 
7 Oct. 14 through Nov. 15 
The Toledo Artist's Club "Silver 
Medal" show will be held at the To- 
ledo Artists' Club gallery in Crosby 
Gardens. Entries for the show will be 
accepted on Thursday. Oct. 4, from 1 
to 5 p.m. and on Oct. 5 from 1 to 7 p.m. 
at the Artists' Club Gallery. For more 
information, call 1-531-4079. 
Oct. 18 
RUSH in concert at the Toledo Sports 
Arena at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $12 
advance, $13 day of the show and can 
be purchased at the Sports Arena box 
office and all Ticket World locations. 
Action MM •vanli—Blkar* compel* h*ad to h*ad on tlw demanding 
2.4 mil* asphalt road court*! 
SPORTS CAR / COURSE 
THE AMA CAMEL 
PRO SUPER CYCLE WEEKEND 
The Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course would like to 
invite you to Ihe AMA sanctioned Super Cycle 
Weekend to be held September 28-30. This is the 
second annual AM A Camel Pro Cycle Weekend at 
Mid-Ohio. Five classes of internationally known 
supcrbikers will be featured. 
Come and watch the races at the newly 2.5 
million  dollar  renovated  Mid-Ohio Sports Car 
Course in Lexington, Ohio. There are many new 
natural viewing areas for your enjoyment. 
CLASSES: Formula I 
Formula II 
Wiseco Superbikes 
Side Cars 
Baltic of the Twins 
COME AND WATCH THESE SUPERBIKERS 
COMPETE FOR VICTORIES! 
THE AMA CAMEL PRO CYCLE WEEKEND 
SEPTEMBER 28-30 
FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL: 1-800-MID-OHIO 
OR 419-884-2295 MIA 
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Body and Soul 
by Chris Foran 
"All of Me," Carl Reiner's comedy 
starring Steve Martin and Lily Tom- 
lin, isn't really all of anything. The 
film is part comedy, part romance, 
part slapstick and part morality tale. 
Unfortunately, the parts don't add 
up to much more than a harmless but 
uneven mix. 
In "All of Me," Martin plays Roger 
Cobb, a lawyer who suddenly decides 
to change his life. On his 38th birth- 
day, he decides he is going to quit his 
all-night jazz band, marry the boss's 
daughter and firmly entrench himself 
in his law practice. Then Edwina 
Cutwater (Tomlin). a disgustingly 
rich invalid, enters his life - in more 
ways than one. 
Edwina, who feels this life hasn't 
really treated her right, decides she's 
going to have it her way in the next. 
She has hired a Tibetan swami named 
Pranks Lasa (Richard Libertini) to 
transmigrate her soul when she dies, 
from her frail body to the healthy 
body of her stableman's daughter 
(Victoria Tennant). She wants Roger 
to change her will, giving everything 
to her new body when her old body 
leaves this earth. 
Guess what happens. Yep - her soul 
somehow spills into Roger's body. 
And a comedy is born. 
It seems it is impossible to put Steve 
Martin on the big screen without 
surrounding him with some hokey 
Steve Martin Lily Tomlin 
Cliches and slapstick humor mar 
potentially funny Martin/Tomlin film 
gimmick, from old movie clips in 
"Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid" to lip- 
synched music in "Pennies from 
Heaven" to silly horror flick conven- 
tions in "The Man With Two Brains." 
It's really too bad, because as Mar- 
tin showed in those films and shows 
again in "All of Me," he does have 
some particularly good low-key mo- 
ments. As the number one jazz musi- 
cian in lawyer's clothing, he often 
steals scenes with a pleasantly subtle 
touch. 
"All of Me" trips itself up when it 
shifts from those scenes to ineffective 
showcases of Martin's slapstick sensi- 
bilities, which is all too often. The 
scriptwriters even manage to get in a 
long, lost "Excu-u-use me!" - just in 
case it has been forgotten. 
When one of the sillier bits does 
work, like when Edwina and Roger 
pull together to walk into his office, 
director and screenwriter Phil Alden 
Robinson plays it to death, reducing 
the male-female conflict to exaggera- 
tingly effeminate gestures andhigh 
voices. 
The result is a very slow-moving 
movie. 
Still, Tomlin, as the spirit and voice 
of Edwina Cutwater, comes across 
surprisingly well, considering her 
performance is mainly voiceovers. 
Though she is seen from a mirror 
through most of the film, Tomlin 
makes the most of her moments. 
If a finger should be pointed, it 
would have to be pointed at Reiner 
and Robinson. The hackneyed script, 
based on Ed Davis' book ,rMe Two,'' 
is so predictable that it makes the 
movie a veritable security deposit box 
full of cliches. Just look at the sup- 
porting cast: a blind, easygoing saxo- 
phone player (Jason Bernard), an 
Illegible and laughable swami, a 
breathtakingly beautiful girl and an 
arrogantly rich invalid. 
Even though there are some strong 
performances, cliche-battling must 
have taken the wind out of "All of 
Me." By the end of its 90 minutes, it 
seems too tired to go anywhere. 
Chris Foran is a popular culture 
«-actuate assistant from Milwaukee, 
isconsin. 
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took at outukaa tram more than 
30 yojon of loiawojan ohowo. 
-xk-fcng copa ol Bsrtg Croeby. 
Rod Station and Phyika Dolor 
GUMII eiduoe Luc* Btal. Melon 
Serfe.   *ng-»   0**meon   and  Lee 
MM 
• BENSON Banaon oj afwehed 
to warn ha <e aoia he* to the Pajy- 
bed megenne empe-e. eicludtog 
■la lamad n>gnicM> Q 
• • WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
• MOVIE *** Same Tone. 
Neat Vaar IIB78I Alan Aide 
flan Buratyn Two paopla carry 
on an unueuel eatremeriiei efte* 
by maawg at tha aama reeort lor 
ona ■■■■■■ BS ood oech yaa> for aoveret 
i 
I NO. HONE STL YI 
(TMO MOVIE * * H "Man. 
Woman And CheO I IBM! Mar 
toi Shaan Bfyfha Dannai. A 
mon i happy lattwy Ma ta caorupt- 
ad try Mta daath ol a yyoman with 
wnom ha had a orsal ottaa yaav* 
aojroav and tha arnval ot tha aon 
ho had navar known   PC 
MO 
• FALL AND RISE OF 
REGINALD PERRIN 
• WEBSTER Wobator runa 
away whoa) an rouoa to Cfacago 
•nth Undo Phdip (Part 3 of 31 Q 
• • WALL STREET WEEK 
Martng   T««a -   C* Two To 
BaVT Guaat   FWban J   Farrel. 
am*    martiat    onatyai.    Majfral 
Lynch. Potroa Fonnar B Smrth. 
BOO 
• • DALLAS (Siaion Prowv 
•j>a) Bobby E «**ng ■> ruahad to tha 
hoop.n and • luBar iNkM an 
attampt on J R a are. Sura Larry 
Hagman and Donna Rood 
(FAME 
HUNTER Muntar and McCal 
raluciantpy accapt tha MOignmoni 
to invMtNjoto tha CB-rmmitoncM 
aunoundsrtg the daath of aha 
poaca commioa<onar'a tinta 
• HAWAIIAN HEAT A poa- 
atfaat rriurdar aboard tho wmang 
yacht during a raco from Loa 
Anejotao to Ht-f. lo«do Mac and 
Andy otto »m bag eaaw thoyva 
baan waiting tor 
• ON TELEVISION: THE 
VIOLENCE FACTOR Ecfcrtn 
Nawrman hoata a took at tho 
bahawtorai pofctjca) and ftj^ortctot 
BJSBBBJOBB of loornoBon ooBBBBB 
Gwaona awlwda NBC Charman 
Grant Tpatar. Joan Oant Coonoy 
ot OMdran'a Tafcjn—an VVorkahop 
and Ron Poware of CBS Now. 
• MOVIE *** Pvgmakon 
(1B3B) Loo-a Howard. Wondy 
Hfaar. Baaod on tha pkjy by 
Oaorga Barnard Shaw. A pnVa 
opaach nachar tmrm a Ukhdon 
oaroox uyohsn to boooma a iaca-ty 
■BBVaOBI young lody. 
10:00 
• • FALCON CREST ISM 
aon Pianwa. Onaf and horrw 
itr«. -ho wvivo.1 of Rschard 
Clwrnnga aaajhod latknar rh« 
■a cafrysng lauoing lom*, mom- 
bare to Eurapa lor JuM a rnajmon- 
al aarwcai Stare Jano Wyman and 
SuMnSwBhajn. 
B NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
M MIAMI VICE Crookatt and 
Tubb. aivatigta a pornography 
rtng wiih tho hatp of an FBI agant 
whoaabohawor m atojpetowa. 
• MATT HOUSTON Matt 
naka hoi kfa to aaw) taa boat 
(nand'a ooughtar from kid- 
nappare Q 
• BILLY SUNDAY 
(TMO MOVIE ** T-rw 
VVafcar (IBB2) Ban Murphy 
Kav*n Brophy An ancamt mummy 
caacoMarad tn tha tomb of Tt#tan< 
khaman .■ aant to a CakforrM un- 
w»uty lor anahnM. whara .t <o 
acodaniakY rawvod. fQ' 
10:16 
• NEWS 
10:30 
• OOO COUPLE 
IC-rBB 
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE I Jo>nad In PtograM, 
11:00 
• • • • NEWS 
• WORLD WAR II Ol 
DIARY 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• BURNS AND ALLEN Qra- 
oa arranoaa to hovo a Now York 
■BS w.r^  t 
Mortona 
CSPN) NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK (R) 
11*00 
• NEWS 
11:2B 
O BACKSTAGE PASS 
11SO 
fTAXI 
MOVIE ***Vi Adwan- 
twroo Of Shartook Holmao'' 
M939) Baa- Rafhbono. Nsgal 
Bruco Thtavoa lad by tho 
nfamom Or Monorty pam to 
ataaf aho Crown Jawata of Eng- 
land. IR) 
• TONIGHT Hoot Johnny 
Canon Schadutad: tsngar Tom 
Janaa. actntaa Donna MBa. Bob- 
byKtaMon 
I ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE 
• LATTNIGHT AMERI- 
CA ScftaoMadt Bajhop Pajtav 
Brannan of tho EcMmoracal Catho- 
bc Diocaaa of Long lotand an 
■idopondant Cothofcc oViommo- 
tsan aupportmg tha aoVtahon of 
woman and marnod mon 
• SANFORD ANO SON 
BSPN1SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO  MOVIE  #*    Tha Funny 
Farm*     (IBB3)    Maoa    Chap-n. 
Howio Mandal- Tho avaa of tap* 
•r>g corrwclana ond rhM work at o 
itotub. R' 
12:26 
B MOWS *** Tha Man' 
(ItSOl Jack Wobb Marlon Bran- 
do 
12:90 
• FRIDAY NIGHT VtOEOS 
Faoturad: Fvryata Raal aagrnont 
wnh Rod Stawoji. vidaea by Jaf- 
foraon Staratop I' Laying It On Tha 
Law' I Jarmojni Jackaon I Oyna- 
mraa''). PHnoal'Lat aGoOary ). 
Jaffray Oabo.no and Joyce Kan- 
rajalr (Tha Laal Torn l Mada 
Lova't. U-2 I Prtda In Tha ff«me 
Of Low,   I 
1:00 
! JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE  ***     DMt«wjt>on 
Tokyo    (1943) Cory Grant. John 
Gortatd 
1 OS 
riMC)   MOVIE    *#v»      Bkia 
Cofw        11978)    Rothord    Pryor. 
HarvayKoital 
1:30 
• NEWS 
2:00 
• NEWS 
MO 
• MOVIE * Vi Tha Vanv 
pa«a'- (1B86I Gordon Scott. 
GoannaMana 
3:00 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***     The 
Throe   Fecee   Of   Eve"   (IBB7I 
Joanna Woodward  David Wayne 
SATURDAY 
SEPTEMBER 28. IBS4 
• MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
ORS 
12:00 
• • COLLEOE FOOTBALL 
ejmowetlowe 
I WRESTLING 
GOING BANANAS 
ABC WEEKEND Bed 
Cat" Ansmated A fekno taen-agar 
with a rapuUtion tor gathng oMo 
iroubej haada for a ohowdown 
with the local gang n a new 
no^jhborhood  (HI Q 
• MOVIE Borhba And The 
Jungle Gal (1952) Johnny Shef 
hatd  ■aranSnarpo 
B QUILTING 
CBPN) TO BE ANNOUNCE0 
(TMC) MOVIE **** ' Back- 
M    11964) Rcherd Burton. Peter 
8s 
OToota 
12:30 
• SPIOER-MAN AND HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
• AMERICAN BAND 
STAND »Mturad the Fan a 
■KIBI AIO WO OurMtvM' YB 
T ('Don't Stop RievknY' "La> 
etick    B    Loether "I.    O'Bryen 
I OOO 
OMAJA. THE BEE 
^DRAGON S LAIR 
I VICTORY OARDEN 
I MOVIE *** \* Momb-o 
(IBB7) Paul faawman. Fnidnc 
March. 
• DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(TMC) MOVIE *•>*» 
''Nattonei Lampoon'a Anomel 
HouaaT (1878) John Bafuat.. Ton 
12:00 
• MOVIE * * VI The Darker 
SMfe Of Tenor' (1078) Robert 
Foreaar. AaTkonne Bartmai. 
JSJ/LOSO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
BsVM B*ORTSLOOK (R) 
12:10 
■SPNI AUSTPtALlAN RULES 
POATrSALL   Grand   FavJ   BY* 
f). 
10: SO 
{POLE POSITION 
ROYAL VISIT Cowjrage of 
the arrival of Quean Ekiabeth li 
and the Duke of Edhnburgh at 
Ouop»n ■ Park w> Toronto indudea 
the Ptowncial ■okcomoig ceremo- 
• GREAT SPACE COAST- 
ER 
• ALV1N AND THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
• WOLF ROCK TV 
f AMERICA WORKS 
PET ACTION LINE 
11*00 
• ■    DUNGEONS   ANO 
DRAGONS 
IKkDO VIDEO 
SCOOBY-OOO MYSTER- ■0 
• MOTORWEEK 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING 
11*00 
• • PRYOR S PLACE 
• GOING GREAT 
SMR.T 
IBLITTLESQ 
'•   MATINEE   AT   THE 
.BIJOU 
• VICTORY GARDEN A w 
to Hofkancfa Keukenhof. a mam- 
moth floral (fceptey. the proejaaa 
of fal cropa <a checked 
1*00 
SPAR 27 
KIOSWORLD 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING 
• JUSTIN WILSONS LOU- 
ISIANA    COOKIN'    Proper*lion 
Of riavy boeno with emoked aau- 
eaga. white beano end ehrenp 
gvjmbo a la Jaennne. and duck 
andtunype Q 
I tOO 
B ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
HEROES New York va. Toran- 
to" 
B RONNIE MoLSAR IN 
CELEBRATION A tnbuta to 
a>r«gar Ronnra Maaap with gueeta 
Ray ChertM GMKM Krotoh* and 
The Pipe. Oajn Campbel. Real 
Life, Jano* Ff**e and Leon Rue- 
eel. 
B MOVIE *** Wart UrM 
Dark (1SS7) AsJdray Hepburn 
AlanArkJn. 
SUNDER SAB. 
rwOVK #*•>   TheThng 
(1881)   Jarnee   Aritoaa.   Dwwey 
Mertn 
B NEW TECH TIMES Fee- 
tured tf»e awuenoo of computer 
KM    on    hurnan    communsution 
promote   compuiere   and   wee* 
gonwo   IRI 
OkOO 
I DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
MAGIC OF OS. PAJNT- 
ING 
ttOO 
OJVWDWCRLO    VVnOpng 
Crane 
• VICTORY   GAROSN Bob 
Trowel   Trophy  to  the  We***  of 
the Senh Annual Wiory Garden 
the herw«t el the Victory Garden 
• CREATTVTTV WITH OBJ. 
. MOYERS The Ctympwe Of The 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. Wooster St. 
352-4171 
ALL WASHED UP? 
LerUNIVERSITY CLEANERS 
oo Your wash Fotv 
'100 1 
• Must be brought in 
between 8:00-1:00 but 
can be picked up any- 
time we are open 
• Use your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
• All you pay for is 
washers & dryers G just 
$1 to have it all done! 
(up to 3 loads) 
• Good M-F only 
524 E. WooilBf INtil to MflSB) 
1-5:30 J52-7212 
DLA, rranqemen 
£ 
*9 
ir, _Jkin ana flail oLJeiiai 
t 
ALL NEW 
JUST FOR YOU 
Wom«n and MBn'i Holrtlyllng 
MonicurM - PadlcurBt - Facials 
Mok« Up Dmo. - Bsord • Multach* Ostignt 
Facial Waxing - Eyshrow Arching 
Eyalcah I Eyobrow Tinting 
GBdnMlrk Halrcoloring - Straightsning 
PBrmansnt Waving • Sculptur*d Nails 
Nail Tip.. Noll Wrapping - Mock Hair SBTVICBS 
«B« Accepting Apsolntn^nl.. 152-4101 or 352 4143 
NEW HOURS: 
Mon.. Wed., Fri. 8-6. Tu»», S Thurt. 8-8. Sol. 8-3 
101 {•) S. MAIN. 0.0. 
^MUUMOMtfftflKW • *».■.»» • •• •>K\\'M.vs.-:^j±\r;,;;t:j>jssMJ.'JJJJ**sJ'**i>>> ••»..» Wttttttttntl0K9HH&tmtttttttltHltmtl»fifi>f**r*tfti^ 
It. ISM 
Mmf Moyara -oc*a « an a-t-a- 
cwK*m school program tor M- 
■mad and 9ft«d studanta now 
oparanng « more than 1000 
schools throughout tha country 
«n 
(TWO MOV* *#* Worth 
[MM Forty 119761 hhcfc Nona 
HKDM 
30O 
O      tPORTSWEEKf NO 
Schadutad     «-6    Gacga    and 
Ouaan Ehjabath Stakai. Katoaran 
Irattw. World Cup -*•»■"( 
9   VIETNAM:   A   TTLEVI 
SION       HISTORY     Aft*     tha 
Saigon     govarnmanta     dafSMI. 
Atnancai ktgacy mduoM mar* 
iK«r.   5O0.000   Aatan   rafugaaa. 
2 6 ma*on Vwtnamaaa vatarana 
and     ih*     psrsistanca     ol 
unanswarad quMtMHW (R)Q 
0   THE   RACE    FOR    NUM- 
BER  ONE     COLLEGE   FOOT- 
BALL  REPORT Coaaga tooths* 
scoras and Nor*gr.ti from wound 
tha country and a look at naat 
waab a major contaata 
6B ARTS SHOWCASE 
CSFNI TENNIS Daws Cup Sam- 
rhnakt   US   •>  Auabaha -1 dou- 
w-i (Wa from Portland Or. ) 
3:30 
O     MOV*     ***       Soylant 
Groan    (1973) Chartion Haaton 
EdWard C Robnson 
4V    CBS    SPORTS    SATUR- 
DAY   Schadwktd    Garry   Coonay 
vs  Phahp Brown m a haawwatghl 
bout schaduhsd tea  10 rounda Ibva 
from Ancnoraga.   Aasska).   Marl- 
boro   Cup    and    Matron    Stakaa 
horaa raca Cbva bom Babnont Part 
-   [imont    NY).   Cryatal Light 
Now York  Triathlon   coaaga foot 
bal acoraa and hrghhghls 
B 02 COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Nooa Dama at Miaaouri 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL Pas" 
dua at Mxtagan Stata 
4:00 
S OB. KINGDOMS Looka at 
tha changaa n lha oountruja crt- 
*i and sooatiaa ol tha Paraian 
Curt araa lobovnng tha rapaJ mflu. 
of waatkh cauaad by tha discovarv 
ofed Q 
09 FORCES OF ORDER 
4:30 
(TMC)    MOVIE    #*'»      Tha 
Bugs Bunny I Road Runnar Mo. 
m   M9 79) Ammatad 
6:00 
9J TONV BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL  Tha tasthand account of • 
man  who succoaatuby  ainttratad 
tha Ku KKi« Kian 
CS CONGRESS WE THE 
PEOPLE 
5:30 
B  MAGIC  OF  WATERCOL- 
ORS 
B CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
•UPFHSPORTSCENTER 
mad   MOVIE    *     HaKUaw 
11993) Lou "ar-igno   SyM Dann- 
mg  A aupar-powarful Graak dam 
■god mual bank* macharacal mon- 
S:00 
I NEWS 
I CSC NEWS 
I S)sU.Y SUNDAY 
I LOVE TALK WITH LEO 
Buacagba tabs with North 
Carohna taan-agara about dsakng 
w>th adahminta. thaa hrat lonng 
raWnonahv. truai. tolaranca and 
tempi umaM 
3! 2
PG Q 
MO 
OB CBS NEWS 
(FOLKLORAMA 
NEWS 
B MAKING OF MANKIND 
AnrraopolooMt Pochard Laafcay 
looks at tha natura of tha human 
that can ba taamad horn tha paat 
ESPN) NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK IR) 
7:00 
BTHE MUFPETS 
O   TOM   JONES     R-ta   Coo 
BMEE HAW 
B DIVORCE COURT 
B B SOLID GOLD 
B EVENING AT POPS Dam 
onabaimg   has   varaataity    John 
Vnfaama conducta aoma of he 
moma scoras and pity* lha harp 
HChord  (Rl 
ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
BTHE MUPPETS 
B  FRONT  PAGE   CHAL- 
LENGE 
B WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
B    MOVll     ••» Ma 
Wafcad By N.ghi (19491 Richard 
Saaahan Scott 9rady lha -or. 
avtohad by Loa Angahn pokca m 
Hacking down a t Aar •■ tracad 
ESPR) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Navy at Arhanaaa 
Soo 
B B ArRWOLF Hawk a t lot 
aal maifon mvorvas • stat-matuM 
attampt to pravant tha atari of 
World War III 
B JEN'S PLACE A 14-voar 
cad gat bacomaa shockad and 
contuaad whan aha laarna about 
har paranta plan* to aaparata and 
thaa aubaaouant batHa for har 
cuaiodv IRIQ 
B DIFFFCNT STROKES 
iSaaaon Piarraaral Arnold and 
Sam dacrdo W rrd a naKF*orhood 
houaa of ghosts Siara Gary Cow- 
man and Danny Cooaaay 
B LOVE BOAT Romanca 
intFtgua and mvstsry 1*1 tha iMgh 
aaaa aa tha i ova Boat a avast to 
An,ataidam and Copanhagan 
Guaat aiars Edaan Brannan 
Patndi CaaaKh- Tart Coptay. P« 
Hari>ngton Gaorgo Kannady. 
Clorta Laachman and Elka 
Sommar  Q 
9JJ MOVIE ** RftdOnRom- 
mat (19711 Nchard Burton. 
John Coacoa Rommala Paniar 
Dnataon a) aiNttatad -» L-bya dur- 
S World War M 
MOVIE * * * Tha Mardar 
Thay Fa* (19661 Humphray 
Bogan. Rod Stargar Agatnat h-> 
battar pjdgamant an unamptoyad 
raporlar promotaa a haad ayr-Oi 
cata light 
(TMC) MOVll *#*V) 
National Lampoon'• Anamal 
Houaa (19791 John BafuatM. Tan 
Mathaaon In tha aarly 1990a. 
Daha Houaa. tha lanajai and wdd- 
aai gang on a coaaga campua. 
batnaa tha auava Omaga Mouaa 
8:30 
B GIMME A BREAK (Saaaon 
Pr am-ar ■) Al r ha Npw 0r*Mn« 
Worki 1 fa- Joay maota • man 
ha baaavaa ai IM f athar and Nal 
gata taacouaintad wrth an ok) 
Mama Sura Nan Cartar and Dcrph 
Swaat (Pan I of 21 
900 
B B MIKE HAMMER ISaa- 
aon Prarruaral Hammar auapacta 
araon whan a Irrand of ha>. racant- 
ly rafaaaad from prawn, ra kdM «« 
an aaploaron Siara Stacy Kaach 
and Lmdaay Broum 
B CFL FOOTBALL Monvaal 
Concordaa at Catgary Stampadara 
(A National ftawa updafa wal aa 
atrujHtrmal 
B PARTNERS IN CRIME 
Carota and Syd •nvaairgaia a pop- 
ular haadraaaar auapactad of 
MachmaAng a waaHhy cuatomar 
alia* aha told ram of a paat **M- 
B DRUM CORPS INTER- 
NATIONAL WORLD CHAM- 
PIONSHIP   Faaturaa drum and 
bugta corpa n compatrt«n and 
aruwuncamant of lha w<nnar 
from Atlanta 
94B 
B     MOVIE     ***        Tha 
Spoaara     11942)   John Wayna 
Mariana DwirKh An outlaw ctaa 
whda trnng to ataal gold horn 
lOOO 
O B COVER UP An anragad 
lathar aavata to Italy to aaat 
ravanga on tha man who mt*- 
darad hi» daughtar 
B HOT PURSUIT Jan « cap- 
turad by local pcaca aflar a iwgh 
apaad car chaaa. Kata turns to an 
•ntafpriamg 12 yaar o*d boy for 
halp m afuchng tha authority 
B FINDER OP LOST LOVES 
A pratst at lacad with lampiaoon 
whan ha >a raunrtad wrth tha 
woman ha onca lovad. and a VaW 
namaaa rafugaa attampt* to 
iocaiahar Amarican lathar 
B MOVifc *** Twarva 
AngryUan 119671 Hanry Fonda 
laa J Cot* A man holds out 
agaanal II I slow |uro>s whan 
thay dacNla an accuaad mutdar- 
ar a gu.lt bafora ha <a provan mno- 
rTUa MOVIE * * * Oracuh) 
(19791 Franh Langaaa. Lauranca 
Obvwr In a 1913 Enghah coastal 
town an agad profassor HMI 
wjngaanca against tha tan tunas 
cad vampaa who murdarad h.» 
daughtar    R 
11:00 
B B B B NEWS 
B MONTY PYTHON'S FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
HSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:16 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
S ABC NEWS CJ 
11(00 
a MOVIE *** W Tha Way 
Wa     Waia (19731     9arbra 
Straaiand. Roban Radhyd A 
young coaaga coups* at tha 
1930s eaacovar that lha* political 
cafsarancaa ara sBong anough to 
jaoparckro tfvatr mamaga 
B MOVIE •* Tha LuoNr 
Compsw (19791 Robart Vaughn. 
Kaanan Wynn   A UN   ampfoyaa 
KM to convtnes tha authorrtaas 
tha* aurwnng Nans ara rapsaong 
world hudara with obadajni 
donaa 
B SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
A ranaw of coma: momante from 
■•cant aaaaona. with guaats Mr 
T. Room Waaama and Shhna 
Vtrondar   IR) 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Partomancaa by Tammy Wynatta 
and John Contaa 
11:36 
B STAR SEARCH 
13 00 
B MOVIE *    Back From Tha 
Oaart       (19671    Paggw     Caata) 
Arthur Fraru 
8 TWILIGHT ZONE 
ESPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
Navy at Arkanaaa (R) 
tTMCI   MOVIE   *•>*     North 
Oaaaa Forty    119791 N«* Nofta 
Mac Dans 
12:30 
B    TALES     FROM     THE 
DARK SIDE 
12:3ft 
BSOUL TRAIN 
10O 
B     NEW     YORK      HOT 
TRACKS 
B MOVIE  #*'>      Tha Eva Of 
Franfcanstasfi   119641 Patar Cuah 
mg  Patar Woodthorpa 
1:30 
• NEWS 
2:0ft 
(TWO MOVIE  * * '»     Shimbar 
Party Maasacra    H993I Mchata 
Mrcnaaai  Rot— SfHa 
2:30 
B MOVIE   * *    Tha Outbids 
Man    (19721 AravMargrai    Jaan 
Trmtignant 
8 NEWS 
3:26 
(TMC)      MOVIE      **        idd- 
Macons     Run        11993)     John 
Scnmadar Kab Oougtaa 
ttOO 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
4:00 
ESPN) SPEEOWEEK <R> 
4:30 
B MOVIE   * *    Dat Saaam- 
mg.     Mananna       119731    Susan 
Gaorga  Lao Gann 
ESPN I TENNIS Daval Cup Sam 
■Imats   US   rt   Ausiraiuj m dou 
bhts (bom Portland. Ora I  (Rl 
SUNDAY 
9EPTEMBER 30. 1964 
12:00 
! FOOTBALL TODAY 
MEETING PLACE Mgr 
Barband Blanchai and Cardaiat 
Paul Gouyon commamorata tha 
460th amrvarsary of Jacouaa 
Carbar's arrival at Gaapa Ouabac 
dung sarvcoa from Christ Re- da 
Gaapa 
BEARLE  BRUCE 
B MEET THE PRESS 
B NEW TECH TIMES 'aa 
turad   tha aVJluanca of compuaar 
uaa    on    human    communrcahon 
pat tarns   advartaHng orachcaa  to 
promoia    compmars    and    ndao 
gamaa (R) 
• FAME 
B NOVA Csarrunaa what Now 
Guavaa paopbr who npva baan tha 
obaKt of anthropological atudy 
Hsnb ol tha aooal acasmiats who 
hava na-oducad thaa cuNuraa to 
tha wort* Stl □ 
ESPN) NFL &AME Of THE 
WEEK (R) 
12:3© 
BB NFL TODAY 
BNFL 84 
BON LOCATION 
B SNEAK PREVIEWS Naaf 
Gabasr and Jaftray Lyons ntwaw 
RrvarRaf   and   Amadaua 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE a) *    Last Plana 
Out'   (16631   JarvMschaal   v.« 
cant. Mary Ooaby 
IOO 
B B NFL FOOTBALL Daaaa 
Cowboys at Clxago 6aars 
B   HYMN    SING   Satactiona 
avdyda    Wha*>   In Our MUM. 
Morrang    Has    Broban You 
May Hava) Tha Joyttaaa      Whan 
•n   God Wa   Ara Ai Ona    and 
May God 9b*as Vow ' 
B NFL FOOTBALL Oavaland 
Browns at Kanaaa City Chwfs 
f COMMUNITY CLOSEUP 
B WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
B MOVIE * * '■; Paps* Lam 
(19691 Alan AMa. LauranHutton 
ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR Holy Farms 400 Ihva bom 
North Wakaaboro N C ) 
1:30 
B CFL FOOTBALL Wmrupag 
Blua  Bombars  at   Toronto  Argo- 
BMOVrli*- MurdarlaA 
Ona Act Play 11974] Robart 
Powaa. JanrsaLmdan 
B B WALL STREET WEEK 
Martmg Tana •• Or Tana Tp 
Buy' Guaat Robart J Farrab 
charl marbat analyst Marrd) 
lynch Pasrc*. Fannar 6 Smith 
2O0 
B   MOVIE    ***      Tha  Rara 
Braatf    (1966)   Jamas Stawart 
Mauraan 0 Mara 
B CREATIVITY WITH BILL 
MOVERS A Portrait Of Maya 
Angalou Moyars accompamai 
tha bujc" poat bach to har amatl 
Artanaaa homatown to dracovar 
for 
*hi ad (R) andachatvarr 
g 
2:30 
fTMO   MOVIE   ***     Gsor-J 
(I960)   Gana   RowNnda.   John 
Adamas 
3:00 
B EASE 6ALL Tha two moat 
■nportant gamaa rnvornng tha AL 
Waal ponnam raca wal ba ragam- 
•ay broadcast Staring tana is 
aubfact to ehanga 
B CREATTVTTY WITH BILL 
MOYERS Tha Htgh School For 
Tha Parlor rrang Aria Tha atu- 
danta and laachari M Haw Yort 
Cifya High School of Pafforrrang 
Arts ara proNad. IR) Q 
3:30 
B    MOVIE    ***     'JufjObr- 
nawt"    (1974)    Rrehard   Harm. 
Omar Shanf 
4:00 
B   NFL   FOOTBALL Atlanta 
Falcons at San Francawo 49ars 
B   NFL   FOOTBALL   Owrort 
Lama at San Ossgo Chargara 
RDS 
B CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
B li LEONARDO: A JOUR 
MY OP THE MIND Frank 
Langaaa porbays Laonardo da 
Vaia - Ranassaancs arnst sewn 
i>st and ptsaoapphar - from tha 
paah of has caraar at bga 49 unM 
hnt rataamant at ago 67 at 
Franca WahMr CronkNo hosts and 
Richard Burton narrabsa Q 
ESPN) POCKET BsUlARD 
Jrmmy Caras va Luthar Laaattar 
(R) 
4:90 
B ROYAL VISIT Covaraga of 
tha    Intartaith    Sarvtca    of 
ThaMagnang at Map* Labi Gar- 
dans at Toronto 
B SPECIAL TREAT A aooal 
arorkar Mam 10 brrdga tha gap 
batwaan a 10-yaar cad boy and 
iws adoptrva famay IR) 
B CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
OMCI MOVIE *** Tha Man 
WVth Two aVaavs (19931 Slavs 
Marbn  Kathksan Turna* 
lafJO 
B VICTORY GARDEN 
B    LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
B    FIRING    LINE     PcaYncs 
Amancan   Sty**     Guaata    Mark 
Graan   ha ad of tha Oamooracy 
ProsbCt   ramawil ftarran Papal.  J 
Dan*   Mahonay    haad of   Now 
York s C ona an.   .va Party 
ESPN) TENNIS Dans Os} Sam- 
rhnats   U S   va   Auokraba at aav 
gkta Ihva horn Portland Ora ) 
6:00 
O MARCHING BANDS OM- 
dran horn a srnab Scottish nbaga 
form a mardang band and antar 
-no a compasibon. IRI 
B    HK3H    SCHOOL    QUIZ 
Ctydsva St John 1 
B HERE'S LUCY 
B GREAT CHEFS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
EVENING 
6:00 
S MINORITY REPORT 
FAME 
B JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOK IN' Praparatron 
Of frurl  salad   frabh snapbaana 01 
graanbaans au nn. and capon or 
han n a cookavg bag. Q 
B STAR TREK 
B UNDERSEA WORLD OP 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
(TMC)     MOV*     **H        Tha 
Hound    Of    Tha    Baabarvslaa 
(19921    Ian   RaVtardaon.    6nan 
Bktsaod   Masts, afcwth Shariock 
Hobnaa   nvaabgataa   myaiarKiua 
gonga-on at 9aaharv4a Hall 
61 SO 
B ALBERTA LANDSCAPE 
B NBC NEWS 
B LIFE AROUND US 
7:00 
I 60 MINUTES 
I FRAGOLE ROCK 
I SAVER SPOONS Proddad 
by   Racay.   GrancMhar   Soatton 
asks hanory fcbbchar Mass Sugdan 
lor a dabs. 
B RIPLEY S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTI Faasurad: acasmiata taat 
tha aaaaty of transporting racboac- 
trva mabanal. ktaar lacrvxaogy and 
its appacabcn 10 Ova modnal 
world, how 10 nsmova a hard- 
boasd agg horn a bottla Q 
B THE  NAVIGATORS (-a.n 
naa lha anoam Ppfynaaian sk4 of 
B9s9BBB9J  without   charts    com 
paaaaa or aaatants   and profaas 
OFK  
■ aap ttva art bkwa 
B FAME 
B EVENING AT POPS Dam 
onsbahng    hat    • araa tarty.    John 
Waaama conducta aoma of Na 
movs* scoroa and plays tha harp- 
tachord (Rl 
7:30 
B BEACHCOMBERS (Saaaon 
Pvamaval Dapraaaad on laa 60th 
bathday. a gruaang trip to tha 
aumnut of a mountain convneas 
Neb that ha si* latama a nal for 
Ma g 
B PUNKY BREWSTER 
Punhy aacapaa from tha chbdrsn s 
shatksr and Hanry geaa 10 court 
10 gat cuatody (Part 3 of 3) 
BOO 
B B MURDER. SHE 
WROTE IPrarmaral Jssaxs 
Fbttchar a wuJow bom a amab 
Mains coastal town, bacomaa a 
caksbrrty with a baai-asAng mys- 
tary noval and hnda harssK ha*? 
avg a poboa daaf (Nad Baaityl m 
tha ■waatigatKtn of a muroar at 
ha> pubbahar a aataia Stars 
AngaUlanabury 
B OPERA; ANNA BOLENA 
Tha Canatban Opara Company a 
producbon of tha Donuatb baga- 
dy dafxtng tha hnaf ehapbtr n 
lha mamaga of Ouaan Anna 
Boksyn and K mg Hanry Vlll. baaad 
ondubsoua avtdboca tha Ouaan ts 
cormctad of adufSary and ncast 
and aubsaouanity aantancad to 
daath Dama Joan Sutharland 
Jamas Mora 
B KNIGHT RIDER (Saaaon 
Prarrasral lAchaaf and Kin chat- 
langa a Ngh-tach daaignar who 
plana M turn ovar davastabng 
waapona avchrtbng drona cars, to 
lanoraibi Sura Dav-J Mmpnoff 
and Edward Mubusra 
B HARDCASTLE AND 
MCCORMfcCK McCorrr-ck dta- 
covais that a thrrd-rasa ftghtcfub 
savgar and tarmar hood >a has 
lathar Q 
B B NATURE An stamps 
bon of lha Indonaayan votcarac 
island Krakatoa. focuaavg on tha 
global afbtcts of tha cssastrous 
1963 arupuon. fn 
B PUTT1N' ON THE HITS 
fTMC) MOV* #** Tractng 
Placas (1993) Eddat Murphy. 
Dan Aykroyd A wa* to-do aaacu- 
tna. J ghano orsd con man and a 
proauiuta 9a%BB a plot of ravanga 
agatnat two oonnnang hnancaws 
wg 
S:30 
B THIS WEEK'S MUSK 
9:00 
B      MOVIE Haartsounda 
IPrsmwrsI Mary Tybv Moors 
JamaaGamar Paaprta a aanaa of 
haart attacks, a promavant aur- 
gaon nfuaaa to bcoapt hat conoV 
bon aa axapaotataig and racarvaa 
support bom hat wda Ounrtg tha 
OVmcuR proosbb of •acovary [ 
B B MASTERPIECE ' 
ATRE Privata SchuU SchuU 
apotbbd aa an >mpoatar at Eng- 
land, is chasa-J to tha coast whare 
ha unvntbngly gala caught up n 
tha  Ounkak   avacuOUon   massaon 
ra. 
(Part 3 of 6) <R) Q 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
•ART SUPPLIES 
• PARTY GOODS 
•GREETING CARDS 
• GIFTS 
ETC. 
We aerrict and sell typewriters and calculators including the 
new SCM Electronics Smiths 
OfTKI SUPPLY 
I«.I;4S w,.„ .1 
H...111* Qmm Ohio 4J402 
(419) 352-1508 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
Sweet Heart Roses 
$5.75 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CUREII 
aO'i lAROfST 
AND MOST 
COMPlFTt 
iMrorr 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
KSAMIB SO. 
B.G. 
Cash & Carry 
rrtui M.1M* ft 
MO 
• STAR SEARCH 
•MM 
O • TRAPPfR JOHN, 
M.D iS.non Pramiere) 
Trepper'e need to locaw ■ hMd 
keneptem donor for • 12 VMT old 
pe*eM «Mi to • <*epuee *M» 
Gonfo Sura Pemei Roberta and 
Gregory Herman. 
0 SCCNC OP THC CP.IMC A 
bnda m mgrdarad on her waddog 
day; a bet>nrtter terroruM her 
charge, not faafcwnfl the yn*>0 0"1 
NM a maana of roMnga Hcemd 
by Oraon WafM. 
• GEIEAT «RTO*tMANC- 
18 BnOeeheed Revterted Tha 
dying Lard Marchmat (Lauanoa 
Oawar) raauma from Europa wttti 
ha rraatraaa to apand h* awl 
yaara *i aha lamry home (Pan 1 I 
of IttQ 
#8 VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION WSTOP.V Afiar tha 
Saigon govarnmoma dalaai. 
Amanca'a lagaev tndudM more 
DW> 600.000 Aaan refugee*. 
2 6 meter. VWvtamaoa wnarana 
and iha paraiaianca ol 
>«wnawarad guaaiiona (H)Q 
MPM SUPER •OUTS OP 
THf 70S Muhammad A* va. 
JOB Praajar (January 1874 ai New 
•or*)   <RI 
fTMQ MOV* **# dona' 
(1900) Gene Hoartanda. John 
Aflamaa A lormar gun mo" pro 
tacta an orphanad 6 war-old 
Puarto (bean boy lergeted by Iha 
undarwroM lor tha mlormalioo ha 
camaa m   a bartered brartcaaa 
• KENNETH COPELANO 
11:00 
• ••NEWS 
! NATIONAL Q 
MONTY PYTHON"8 PLY- 
INOCIPtCUS 
ESPN) SPOPITSCENTEP. 
11:18 
Q NCWSPINAL 
11:30 
SAT THE MOVIES 
MOVIE     ***       Fant, 
PaMa    H9S0I Sob Hop* LucSa 
Sal   A ohgNhad man bnnga cut- 
lura lo Iha Indian* 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Featured Sieve MerBn. 
iha EurythfT-ca "Whara A/a Thay 
Now' fat'ai tha tmgv>g dog. 
and vanaraoguMt Jnvny Nateon 
• FOR MV PEOPLE 
SJPM COLLf M FOOTBALL 
Navy ai Arhaneae IB I 
11:40 
• SPORTS    THE    FINAL 
wono 
• NEWS 
ISaOO 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Faoturad Steve Martin. 
Iha Eurythmca. Whara Are Thay 
Now? FerW. the aangmg dog. 
and vantraogwai Jmmy NaNon 
~|) ABC NEWS cp r LYMAN HT HOWE'S 
HP3H CLASS MOVING PK> 
TUN68 Looka at tha caraar ol 
tha lurn-oTtha-oantuty bbraehtf 
ahowman who eMroducad much 
ol rural Amanea to Iha moving 
pctura. 
• 700 CLUB Scheduled tope 
American buiinm: can we 
sharpen our dubad odga lor com 
8:00 
• •••NEWS 
• S1OO.0O0 NAME THAT 
TUNC 
• MAC NEK. / LEHPIEP, 
NEWSHOUR 
SDIPf RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD Author Adam Smrth 
hoata anatyaaa of aoonomlc awuoa 
and raicuaaiani w>th hnenoef 
oaparta 
S:M 
IS CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS □ 
« HAPPY DAYSAGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
■SPH, SPORTSLOOK 
TOO 
• 0 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaiurad Ryan 
0 NaaJ and Draw Barryrnora 
> SHELLEY 
i WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
THE   DUKES   OP   HAZ- 
ZARD 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
• M-A-S-M 
• MAC NEK / LEHRER 
NEWSHOOR 
BISPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Tha 
houaa at Nap* VaPay CaMornw 
whara Falcon Oeei * Nmad; 
Oa.aaand HvghO / Ur«vara<ty 
Height! ida—aA ccewmg coniaat. 
haw aha Utwed Carabral Pafoy 
AaaooaMon ■ haajMng a young 
boy: a wart to a Ureted Cerotvai 
Pafev AduK Workahop 
IFAMIY PEUO 
PEOPLE  E COURT 
WHO   WXD WORLD OP 
ANtMALS 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
[ESPN)  INSIDE   BASEBALL A 
pravow   of' tha   Amancan   and 
NatM**) laagua pfayofta 
(TMO MOVIE #**-M*ejr 
Say Navar Agam (10831 Saan 
Connary. Klaua Mar* Brandauar. 
Attar a world-Ihroaiarang argone 
nnon itaaH two US rraaaiai 
and announcaa it wd) detonate tha 
warheads rl a ranaom ia not ma*. 
Brroah agent Jamaa Bond • caBad 
at w aava tha wortd. PO' Q 
■lOO 
• • SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KING (Season Premera) 
Amanda and Lao try w week 
down a hit man and vamond Ptert 
m London Siara Kaka Jackaon 
and Bruce BcoJaiinar 
O PIR8T CANADIAN 
ASTRONAUT A documentary 
on Mark Came an. chosen from 
4.500 appkeanta to be the hr*i 
CarwoVan astronaut, ha w* ajan a 
orow of Amancans on a Natonc 
mil I ion    of    the    Specs   Shuttle 
dam Coftan and Fhp VWaon 
Robert Kkan praaanM a "Straaw 
0* Now York   lagmant 
• CALL TO OLORY Ccf Sar- 
nac feoperduM hw mariary caraar 
IO awl a tanWy fnanct: Weakly par 
ticoatee m tha March on Waah- 
• ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL B 
• MOVIE • * * Eye Ol The 
NasBM M9IH DonaM Suther- 
land. KM Nafkgan. Whea on a 
remote Scothah ajkand to mast a 
German tubmanne. an Aare apy 
maati a kmefy woman 
• WONDERWORKS LaVar 
Burton. ShaBay DuvaP and Shaver 
Rosa aiar ■> the aicxy of young 
Booker T Waahngton Q 
«SPN) MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A pre..a- of 
toreghta NFL gams bstwsen the 
CmcevvMi Bangala and Ptttaburgh 
«••» 
WORI 
8:30 
C8PNI   NPL'S  SUPERSTARS 
Iha Men W"0 Played Iha Game 
8:00 
• • MOVIE PaaoKma 
IPranwjra) Joanna Woodward 
I -vHay Wagner A tova tnangw •• 
eapoood when the tudden death 
of a ereehht buaawaaman levsaM 
tea ralstioneh«> with a miatree* 
• ROYAL VISIT Ouoen Ehia- 
baah M end the Duke of Ettnburgh 
■em other dejM*naa at tha Gov- 
ernment ol Canada Gale Perform 
anoa from tha 0 «ee*e Centra m 
Toronto 
• TONIGHT SHOW STAR- 
RING JOHNNY CARSON: 
22NO ANNIVERSARY John 
ny Cereon cakabraeaa with Ed 
McMahon. Doc 8s—wan and 
Tommy Nawaom. mdudsd are 
cfeps hom msmorabfa ahowa 
leetur^g Buddy Hackstt. Jenmy 
Swwart. hoc-n Wdkami   ShaBay 
Brook a 
• NPL FOOTBALL CaKSWWti 
Bengasi at Pittsburgh Stsafara 
• • HERITAGE: CIWLIZA- 
TkON AND THE JEWS Traces 
i he bath and early dawAjpmant ol 
Judaism em-d the encNnt crnhia- 
trons of Egypt and Meeopotamu) 
horn the 13th io tha anth century 
BMPH1T 
11:O0 
i NEWS 
LD     WAR      II      Ol 
DIARY 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• BURNS AND ALLEN An 
emocant rumor atartod by Gracw 
turn* MO a labutoua takt about 
George a ganwkng 
11:08 
ONEWS 
11:30 
STAXI 
THE ROYAL VISIT 
• SIMON 8 SIMON iKk and 
A J pose aa xoo workare to 
"weetawte the dsarh ol an ammo) 
lender   (HI 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN 
• • LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Sclwduktd J PoWf Grace 
charman of Iha precedent a pre 
.ate vector survey on coat con- 
trol aapuMia how Prsaidsnt 
Reagan could aava 42* bdkon tan 
dnasri. Ivan Bkxh. award-wvi- 
rwtg Broadway producer of The 
Reel Thmg and Baby. ' on what 
rt lake* to produce a Broadway 
s; 
1 ENNIS Davt* Cup Sam- 
dinora US va Auaajraka. osc-Bng 
match (bom Portland Ore I IRI 
1000 
B NATIONAL   / JOURNAL 
■ • NUCLEAR NATION- 
AL PARK Rod McKuan narraaea 
a look at tha nahon'a feat hrgh- 
• 8ANPORD AND SON 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:48 
(T1BO MOVIE *• Won Ton 
Ton The Dog Who Saved Hoay 
wood M07S)BruCsDsrn Mada- 
hns Kahn A atudW chwHam nane 
a runaway German ahaphard eito 
a awng legend durtng tha haydev 
of Hoavwood a aesnt acroan   PG 
12:00 
O    STREETS     OP     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I NEWS 
(THREE STOOGES 
PN) SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
12:30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN 
• ABC NEWS NrGHTUNE 
8SPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Notre Dame ai Mawouri (R) 
12:40 
• MCMILLAN 8 WIPE The 
McMeujns enkst the help of a pay- 
dwnnai to -larmty a psychopath 
rckaajr IRI 
1:O0 
I HAWAII PIVE-O 
I JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV****;      P-.de 0* 
Tha Marvwa'   HB4BI John Ger- 
hafd. Ekwnor Parker 
TUESDAY 
i 
•   TVS   BLOOPERS   AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES Featured 
pracscal ajkae are played on 
Sunrtrw Samara and Mlohaal 
Groaa: stars eean andonkng prod- 
ucta  include  Frank  Smeoe.  Ckau- 
aread edexent to Utah » Canyon- 
landaNaoonalPerk. 
• Newt 
(TMC) MOVIE **Vi Men 
Woman And Chetf' II9B3I Mar 
Bh Sheen BK/the Derm. A 
man a happy 'arnsy Ms ra rjsvupt- 
adby tha daath of s woman with 
whom hs had s brwt after years 
esrfesr and Bw smvsf of the eon 
ha had navar known. PG' 
10:30 
• • THE GREATEST 
LAKES An amamewbon ol the 
chsn Baa caused by ■torsaatgry 
nwnarva uaa of Graat Lakss eresar 
dunng the past 200 yaaTS. 
• OOD COUPLE 
{••••NEWS 
MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SOfPP'RENT STROKES 
CREATTVTTY WTTH BILL 
MOYERS B4 Movers loots mto 
the apacwl wortd of Mwentora Q 
ESPN)  INSIDE   BASEBALL  A 
prevWw   «l   ihe   Amercan   and 
Naajorwl League pMyofh (R> 
S:SO 
|CSS NEWS 
I NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWSQ 
• S  
• 
• HAPPY UAVS AGAIN 
ffl BUSINESS REPORT 
ESPN! SPORTSLOOK 
7:O0 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Featured Ronnw M4- 
■■P 
OTHE BOUNDER 
• WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
• THE DUKES OP HAZ- 
ZARD 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
•S*H 
MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:80 
• P.M. MAGAZINE A hot aa 
beaoon launch off iha back of a 
BS-foot catamaran Lmda lee 
Vacchro. iha highest rarejng AAi- 
do ewtructor «t the 0 S. a urwjua 
nsedN) worka and cosa atnch 
shop  actre** Tanya Roberta 
• GEORGE 8 MILDRED 
• FAMILY FEUO 
• PEOPLE E COURT 
• WTLD. WB.D WORLD OP 
ANIMALS 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
ESPN I TOP RANK BOXING 
Tommy Cordova va Rooky Garoe 
w a armor kghtwerflhl bout ached 
uwd for 10 rounda (from La* 
Vega*   Nsv ) «) 
8:00 
• •    AFTERMASH   Col 
Potwr « not happy to learn that 
Alms Cos haa basn assigns a io 
replace Kkngar aa ha) aecreier. 
O THE FIFTH ESTATE 
• A-TEAM B A rescuss a boy 
from a burrvng burMng whas Han- 
nSMland the rest of ths Worn try 
to protect a woman tea cheat from 
hareeement 
• BASEBALL Al CJvjmp-on- 
aha) Gams Ons Oatrort Trgare at 
Al West Champ-ana 
• • NOVA A Boston to 
MOM* estearw hookup asowa 
• <ght leeOng Soveil and Amancan 
acwntaua io confer about coopsr- 
strve research on the chanvstry of 
gene* convoked nuckwr fuarcn 
aa«ophyscs and tha aawmefogy 
Of underground nuckwr Mats Q 
• WOMEN IN WHITE *J. 
ma baaed on a novel by Frank G 
Slaughter about Iha rtvofev and 
romance at a Flonda hoaprtal and 
it* newty eppomied chtsf of etaff 
Kethryn HenoM. Robart Culp. 
Stuart Whatman. Patty Ouka Aatet 
and Sherea North star. (Part I of 
2) 
(TmO MOV* #* Tha Hand 
U9BI) MKhaal Ceme. Andrea 
Marco we ci A cartoonrat eaperi- 
enoaa buarrs rnceaanbi and raght- 
S:30 
• • E / n t 
makes a daw wrth a baewtjfuJ 
aajBBBL 
BOO 
• •    MOVIE      Oh  
Love (Premier•) YvStW Mtmraui 
Sanon MacCorkmdsfci The *ter of 
a daytime drama ■> ettr acted to a 
Ian who haa ansgnsd haraaat hai 
lover but hs dweovars Bwt the 
women m mars dangarouB Own 
BJBSB8 
• IN CONCERT 
• RkPTrDE (5aaeon Premwrel 
Cody    Ne*  end  Bor  reh/ on  the 
•ww dock boy Kek Doc-ey IKan 
OWndtl lor hafp >n protectrng 
three baautPul cotege atudanta 
horn ltdneppert Stars Parry 
Keyg. Joe Penny and Thorn Bray 
• • HERITAGE CIVKiZA- 
TK>N AND THE JEWS (*am- 
ews tht ahapeyg of ths Jewwh 
rdsntrtv. *om iha aarth to ths sec- 
ond century 8 C baesd on idssa 
laws and vadmona Q 
10:00 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
■    REMINGTON     STEELE 
Laura a afs is thrsstsnsd when 
she hnds ewdence of a corporal a 
emtjeirtement plot hsSOsn n her 
apartment 
• •THE CONSTITUTION 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
Eaptoree the role of pohtical par- 
tew m rwmrnating a president ths 
BsaAWty of ths I Wet oral Coasga 
and Iha govarnmsnial machs 
mama aetrvated whsn a prsstdsm 
bscorrwr ditabwd  Q 
• NEWS 
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Jenmy Car**  vt   luthsr  LaSarMr 
mi 
fTMO MOVlf   ***     Manna 
K I1BB3) Ji Ctoyburgh. Gebnei 
Byrna A Jewish American wom- 
an bagna a new Ma aa an attor- 
nay m Jarwsawm but lacss s 
dsamitia when ehs musi dafsnd a 
euspscwd A ab terror ret at a case 
beeng prosocuWd by hw e* - lover 
an lerea* diatnct attorney B 
10:30 
• OOD COUPLE 
1IOO 
O • • NEWS 
• WORLD WAR II Gl 
DIARY 
t WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS     AND     ALLEN 
Goorga  annMS  two  repcrteri   lo 
arwhre ahowa aa» 
sv 
ESPN) NFL'S SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who fayed The Gams 
• NEWS 
11:80 
• TAXI 
• MOVIE **'l Compan- 
ion* In Nsghtmara IIBB7) Mef- 
vyn Dougwa. Anns Baatsr A mur- 
derer itrSe* at tha pahante >n a 
ran arch ->*t.tute for ths smotrorv 
asYdNMurbad 
«C8S NEWS SPECIAL 
TONIGHT    Hoot:    Johnny 
Carson 
(NEWS 
• LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scheduled Randal Wsaama. 
tkrector of Rianwaich al tha 
Southern Poverty Law Center on 
whether ths Ku Kkw Kwn el gam- 
•ng «t popxaerrty: co-suthor of 
Tecfvx. Bandrta LawJe Mahrsm 
on the amuggkng of hrgh wch 
acMpnwnt and rssssreh from tha 
US  W ths SovM Unron 
• SANPORO AND SON 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
• STREETS OP SAN 
FRANCISCO 
• FALL GUY COM a aoarch lor 
a bad romper leeda hatl 10 a posh 
raaon » Mewoe.«) 
(ABC NEWS NKSHTLINE 
1 
(R» 
(TMC) MOVIE •* Tsiw 
Weber (1BS2) Ban Murphy. 
Kew-B-ophy 
12:80 
• LATE NIGHT WTTH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad- 
uwd comsdwn Rchard Moms 
• •J/LOSO 
ESPN)     NFL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS H^tfrghte of Sup* 
Bowl KMI   Pritaburgh Stiilirs vs 
Osfaw Cowboys (Rl 
1:00 
• HAWAII FIVE-0 
• MOVIE *'** JOhnnv 
Apoto (1940I Tyrons Povrar. 
Dorothy l amour 
ESPN) SUPER 80UTS OP 
THE '70S Leon Sprnks vs 
Muhammad Ak (February IB78 at 
Laa Vagaa) (R| 
1:10 
• COLUMBO Cc-umoo awaa- 
tigetos Iha apparently act-cental 
daath of a man who waa gored by 
abul IRI 
1:30 
• NEWS 
• JIMMY SWAGGART 
(TMC)      MOVIE      **       'The 
Avsngng   M9BI) Michael Noras. 
tlrsm Zimbafcal Jr 
2:O0 
• RHOOA 
ESPN) FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL IRI 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
ESPN| COLLEGE rOOTSALL 
Ckwneon at Gaorgaa Tech 
JOB 
(TMC) MOV* * *    The Hand 
HMD    Mchssl   Came.    Andrea 
Mwcovacci 
4 BO 
CiMC)   MOVIE   #•*     Manna 
K     (IB83I JiClayburah Gabnal 
Byrne 
» TMNE E BTOOOEB 
DAYTlMt BPOPTB 
8:30 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK |H) 
8:00 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
8:30 
EBPN) AUSTRALIAN  RULES 
FOOTBALL  Frtaroy  va   CoBng- 
woodBt) 
11:0O 
ESPN)    POCKET   BILLIARDS 
Jmmy  Cere*  vS   Luther  LailKir 
n 
12.-0O 
ESPN) TENNIS Dsvts Cup Sm- 
gkw SenvhneN U.S. vs Ausbsks 
et rnsachss A and 8 Ikom Port- 
land. Oral. (RI 
3O0 
• BASEBALL NL CtwmfMon- 
arsp     Gams     Two      San    Dwgo 
Peers* at Chrcago Cube 
MO 
ESPN) FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL IR) 
LEE Gathered 
RWer Baggies 
White Pinstripe 
Reg $30.97 
SALE $25.95 
LEE Corduroy 
Baggies 
Selected Colors 
Rsg  29.95 
SALE $23.96 
LEE LONDON RIDER 
BagQies ■ Red Pinstripes 
."•95 SALE S25.95 
LEE CORDUROY 
St. Legs 
Reg. $27.00 
SALE $15.00 
LEE 
FLANNEL TOPS 
30% OFF 
JEANS  N  THINGS 
For Guys N Gals 
<>ia KLOTZ   a*** 
FLOWER 
©       , FARM 
*■       BALLOON       O 
s    ARRANGEMENTS % 
o NOW AVAILABLE o 
Vita      Mo«t.rcord 
353 8381 
locot.d for 65 
r.putabl. y.ars 
al th. .nd of S. College 
lIHWli 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS" 
M-Sal8-12 
Sunday 8-11 
'Beer 
"Wine 
' Tobacco 
' Munchies 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
3S2-9BS1 .   I 7*0 *■ Cellee* 
FrMiy 21. 19B4 
NIK 
ABC 
• 00 
SO««iNEWS 
• MACNEL / LEHflEn 
NtWSMOUR 
• DffWNT STROKES 
42    CONGRESS:     WE     THE 
PEOPLE 
0:90 
| CBS NEWS 
S BC NEWS 
NEWBQ 
I HAPPY DAYaTAGAIN 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
ff SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7:O0 
O    STJ    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT  Feetured    Tony  Oen- 
O NEVER THE TWAIN 
S WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
f£   THE   DUKES   Of   HA2- 
2ARO 
ffi BUSINESS REPORT 
©M'A-S"H 
C9      MACNElL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE The r«. 
ceet members of The low 
Boat . the largest produce outlet 
m the ™j*w ■ w»i «Mh ■ pM 
of see bom ai CaMornkS. Slate 
Unryererty at Hipwrd 
O ROBIN'S NEST 
8J| FAMILY FFUD 
B PEOPLE E COURT 
(B WILD, WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
• THREES COMPANY 
(ESPN)   AUTO  RACING  NAS 
CAR Maty Farms 400 (from North 
WAeeboro NC > (R) 
•:00 
O 9 CHARLES IN 
CHARGE (Premrerel Workmg 
couple Jill mnO Slen Pembroke lwe 
19 year old college Student 
Chartee to move m •no' r>Mp with 
(ho* ihreo children Stars Scotl 
Bora and Jufca Cobb 
O CHAUTAUQUA GML In 
Atjeria during tha 1920a agani 
Sally DnacollB (Janet-Lama 
Green) plant lor tha amvel of a 
ueveting troupe of eniertemera 
ara compar atad by hard economic 
21 
(TMC1 MOVIE **<, Tha 
Choaon" (10611 Manmihan 
ScheB. Rod Sterger Baaad on 
Charm Pot ot ■ novel A tnendeha? 
ataerty day atop a betwraen a war 10 
"t aaeartaated Jaw and iha aon of 
a Haaaadw rabb> PG 
6:30 
• m OREAMS (Prem-jre) 
Five young FTaUoabjhians gat 
together to aorm a root n roa 
group    Stars   John   Siemoa   and 
«e  IRin 
I  HIGHWA W Y TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan and Mark help an aapa- 
*»« boaar and a group of aadarty 
residents copa snth a VICIOUS 
eneet gang 
6S BASEBALL AL Chempron 
W Game Two Den on Tigers at 
AL Weal Charnpajna 
ffi 9 OREAT PERFOR- 
MANCES live From Lincoln 
Center Zubat Mania And Tha 
New York Phaharmorac With Prt- 
chaa Zukarman Featured are 
I VaMe  Concerto    Hev 
Vroan   Concerto       "H   SoapettO 
Bruth a Vajan Concerto No    I 
and     orcheatral     aacarpia     from 
Wagner a   "Oar Ring daa Nrbetun 
2T 
• WOMEN IN WHITE A dra 
ma baaad on a novel by Frank G. 
Slaughter about me n»ea-a»a and 
romancae at a Florida hoaprtal and 
its rwwrlY appointed daa* of staff 
"ethryn MarroKl Robert Cukj 
Stuart Whttman. Patty Owka Aatm 
and Share. North alar   IPart 2 of 
MO 
O of) MOVIE Ha a Not Vow 
Son IP.em-era) Donne M*a Kan 
Howard An error at a metropoe- 
lan hoaprtal bacomaa apparent ai. 
montha later, whan a chad's 
aanoua Inaia atdcaiaa that two 
newborn babraa ware twitched 
• FACTS OF LIFE Jo ra 
stamped with work and prob- 
lems whan aha eeefca aatra 
income by seeing ptua baaad on 
her mother a orrgwwjl tece»e  Q 
8:30 
BJJ IT'S YOUR MOVE Matt a 
plan to aeH anawata to an Engfeah 
o>»m it laopardkiad by Norm. 
who haa become hra substitute 
teacher 
CSPN) PKA KARATE 
10:00 
B    ST.    ELSEWHERE    The 
nurses carry out thaa pladga to 
»•>*«    Dag wrestles with a per 
tonal problem involving hra  wile 
Caver i attacked by a meeked 
(SINEWS 
OMCt MOVIE • * * . lo- 
an a Song 11971) Jamea Caan 
B*v Oee vWfceme Two loorba* 
ptavera ehara a rare ftaandarap 
unia cancer cMrma one o> tham 
G 
10:06 
0 NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
10:30 
ID  9  THE   TAJ   MAHAL  A 
documentary  eaernrnetron  ol   Itte 
hrtlornei   and   romantic   motrve- 
tiona that led to tha construction 
01 me architectural meeterprace 
(R) 
© ODD COUPLE 
11:00 
O CD CD NEWS 
O    WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
OIARY 
® WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0} BURNS AND ALLEN Gra- 
cat attends a Do It YowreaN' 
show and rnenegee to rjarturb an 
•Me ol e«h*.t Dootha 
CSPM NfLS GREATEST 
MOMENTS MiflM^ta o* Super 
Bowl XVI. San Frencreco 49era 
vtCateBtnabBangaai (R) 
11 OB 
ONEWS 
11:S0 
STAXI 
MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
becomea mvorvad *\ the poatrca 
o) the morna world whan Robm a 
Neat « oeed aa tha toceoon for a 
Mm. (Rl 
4V TONIGHT Hoet Johnny 
Caraon Scheduled Don R<kiea 
DBVKI Fur-e. ttaAa Back war da) 
I NEWS 
0 LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA  Scheduled    form*,   praeiden 
tart arda and Wataroate defendant 
Chuck Coaaon on' how ha rounded 
a nationwide rrvmetry lor prison- 
ers and thaa fanvirae. OSVH) York 
pevchotharaprsi and co-author ol 
ToughLova Sotutiona on help 
mg fsrtwhee and commmunatrao 
deal with oaannuant teen agars. 
af> SANFORD AND SON 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TaM, MOVIE ###v, 
National Lampoon's Anrmal 
House H978) John Beroeh. Tan 
MMhaaon In Iha earh. 1960a 
Daks Howse. tha zanwai and wad 
esi gang on s coaags campus, 
battaas tha auawa Omega Mouse 
and the school a dean    R 
11:36 
O      MOVIE      ** Fanny 
11961) Maurioa Chavaaar. Leaks) 
Caion A young French gal leas m 
Iowa with a boy who goes to sea 
when ha hods out aha a pregnant 
12:00 
O    STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
S ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
© THREE STOOGES 
K9PNI SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:30 
(D      LATE       NIGHT      WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN 
B BJ/LOBO 
(ESPNI HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
12:40 
B   MOVIE   ***     The Krd 
From    Lett   Field      (19791   Gary 
Cowman  Robert Gurtleume 
1:00 
B HAWAII FIVE-0 
B  MOVIE   * * *    Woman 01 
Straw    (1964) One LoaobrigKla 
SaanConnery 
CSPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Janmy Carat vs Luther Laesner 
IRI 
1:30 
BNEWS 
B JIMMY SWAOGART 
(TMCI MOVIE * *    I sat Plane 
Out     11983)   Jan-M«haal   Vm- 
cani. MaryOoaby 
2:00 
B        CSS        NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
BNEWS 
CSPNI PISTOL SHOOT Batnch. 
Cup International Tournament 
(from CotumUa. Mo I CR) 
2:SO 
B CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:O0 
CSPN)  TENNIS Davit Cup Sm- 
glea SemrhnaM   US   vs   Austraaa 
m second beat match (from Port- 
land. Ore ) IR) 
3:10 
(TMO) MOVIE *    Might Warn- 
■ig" (18611 Jrmn^ McNchol. Bo 
Sveneon 
Tr*URBDAV 
OCTOBERS.  1SS4 
DAYTIME SPECIALS 
7O0 
B    NUCLEAR    NATIONAL 
PARK   Rod   McKuen   narrataa  a 
look St tha natron's fast high-level 
nuclear waete repoartory. srssd 
adjacent to Utah a Canyonlands 
National Park 
eVtOQ 
B ROYAL VISIT Coverage ol 
the  amval Ol  Queen  (kiabeth  II 
and tha Duke of Eaanburgh at the 
Menrioba Legrakaiure 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
6:30 
(ESPN)    HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (R) 
9:00 
KSPW SPORTSCENTER 
9:30 
KSPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Tommy Cordova vs Rocky Garcat 
>n a junior kghtwa-ght bout SChad- 
utad lor 10 rounds (from Las 
Vegas. Nev) IR) 
13(00 
KSPNI TENNIS DevtB Cup Dou- 
bles Semhnatt u S v» Awatrsaa 
(horn Portland  Ore I  IRI 
3:00 
CSPN)  BASEBALL   FILM  The 
Old Sal Game <R1 
4)00 
CSPNI    ACROBATICS    1983 
Masters Itrom Mesa  Ant )  (Rl 
4:90 
CSPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR HoBy Farms 400 Ifrom North 
Wateeboro N C ) IRI 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
7:00 
(TasC)**    AJ. Babe s Revenge 
(19621 Animated 
B:O0 
naaC)   s>#v,       The   Hound   CM 
The    Baskarvasas      11962)   tan 
Richardson Brian Bejaaad 
10:00 
fTMa ***    Oracula    (1979) 
Frank Langaaa. Iaurence OkvaK 
12:00 
B   **'->    Ransom For A Dead 
Man     119701   Peter   Fa*    Lee 
Grant 
nMC)**V| Honkytonk Man 
(19821 Cknt Eastwood. Kykt 
Eastwood 
1:O0 
B     **vi    "Bah; Two Hats'' 
11973) Gregory Pack. C*i A/ruu 
Jr 
2:O0 
nHaO   **s>      Trading  Places 
(1983)    Edd-s    Murphy.    Oa" 
Aykroyd 
4:00 
maX)   * * v,     The   Hound 01 
The     Bas.erv.eee        (1962)     Ian 
Richer oaon. 6nan Bsaaaod. 
s?. 
600 
| NEWS 
B10O.O0O NAME  THAT 
TUNE 
B     MACNCL     /     LEHRER 
NCWSHOUR 
XDaFFRENT STROKES 
CONGRESS:     WE     THE 
PEOPLE 
fTWCI MOVIE  * * *     Drecule 
(1979) Frank LangiBa. Laurence 
OBatar bt a 1613 Engfeah ooaetel 
(own. an aged prcaeeaot seeks 
vengeance agtanat the oaniunaa- 
old vsmpra who murdered hai 
daughter   R 
630 
B B CBS NEWS 
BNEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS Q 
B HAPPY DAYS'AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7s00 
B     B     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   Featured:   Kan   Km- 
rjstssj 
B WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
S   THE   DUKES OP   HAZ- 
ZARO 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
BM'A'S-H 
B    MACNEsL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:BO 
B   P-M.   MAGAZINE   Lynda 
Carter and lorn Anderson dtacuss 
•haa    naw   series     the      Armed 
Forces    Workout Iha    newest 
completely natural daeeert - 
Tofutti . Great Lake ghost 
sha>a Skal - a new Japeneee 
soft drink 
FAMILY FEUD 
PEOPLE E COURT 
W8.D, WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
CSPN) PKA KARATE (R) 
BOO 
B B MAGNUM. P.I. Mag- 
num hnds hrmeeH torn between 
beeusrrul twm aaitars aa hra 
involvement with one brings hen 
mtu confaci with the other (Part 
2 of 2) 
0 ROCK REVIEW 64 Terry 
David Mufhgen hosts a video ape- 
ctal on Iha year s pop muarc. stars 
atcfcrda Corey Hart. Man Without 
Hats The Spoons. Rush and 
Lover Boy 
B COSBY SHOW Cuff 
arranges a funeral ceremony lor 
&-yeer-c*d Rudy s deceeeed gokd- 
fath 
B BASEBALL Ml Champion- 
shrp Game Three. Chicago Cubs 
at San Drego Padres 
fB SNEAK PREVIEWS 
MOVIE *>*'* Si Ives 
(1976) Charles 6. on ton Jacgua- 
kna Brsast A hxmar rournaMt is 
hr/ad by S wealthy Mm tancasr to 
recover a sol of incriminating 
ledgers in eichsnga lor 
$100,000 
(TMCI MOVIE **v> 
Touched- (19831 Robert Hays. 
Kathleen Better Desc-te obatsckss 
lacmg them, an amotionaBy dra 
turbad man and woman try to 
bulde 
I; 
S:90 
B FAMsLY TIES Ala. turns to, 
hra saner MaaOr, lor adwoa whan' 
ha laae has fast coaags aaargn- 
B DINNER AT JULIA'S Jufca 
tour t a vneyar d IsQSuTSS a mawi 
courae of lom of pork VVssangton 
and wekcomee guest chef Reno 
Vardon. who praperes a asm on 
souffles O 
B 6ARBERSHOP JAMBO- 
REE Taped an ANon. New Hemp- 
ahara. thrs spec* asariurea the 
Socaty lor   tha Piaeer.etton of 
Barbershop Quartet Sangrng m 
America performing "Sevan CM 
ladres A    Trtbuta   To   Lydai 
Pmkham Tha Baaad Of Liana 
Bordan   and other lavoriiee 
B:0O 
B • SIMON ft SIMON A j 
and Rrcfc go undercovw at a pooh 
French  reataurant   to   investigate 
tha murder of a gourmet rood ortt- 
B THIS LAND Knowann Naeh 
hosts a   *rfause to tha Crty of 
Toronto aa t celebrates us 150th 
arvweraary 
B CHEERS D«ne decides to 
.•■ Sam the iruth about her rebt- 
tionshrp    with    tha    pavchratrisi 
(Pan 2 of 21 
8   V   MY8TERYI   Sargaani 
Crrbb goes undercover and (Oma a 
mrMant gang of aubver srvee who 
coa> Joanna mto attenoWg the 
annual efcaung party. IR) 
B     TONIGHT    Most      Johnny 
Caraon   Scheduled  muercian Nad- 
t dynamiting got 
-»gs (RIQ 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Doug OeWnt vs Jrmmy Syfcee 'or 
■ha ESPN MuMhtwerght Champ.- 
onshrp achedutad lor 12 rounda 
Ikve bom Atlantic Crty  NJ) 
9:30 
B NK1MT COURT An atvac- 
trve defense attornav <S wrecksC 
with nerve* wfukt handkng bar 
hrsi ceee Ssima raturne 10 work 
under tha influence of an 
anastheI* 
(TMCI MOVIE * s> Vi Honky- 
tonk Man 1962) Cknt East 
wood Kysa Eastwood An over 
the hill alcohofcc crjutve-y weatern 
smger irsvett to Naafmia with h>s 
14 year old nephew to a leet- 
chapce aueMron at tha Grand Oka 
Opry   PG 
10:00 
B B KNOTS LANDING 
(Season Pramraral Surgeons try to 
save Karen a Ha and St Clave 
eludes a pofcce dragnet Stars Tad 
Shack afford and Joan Van Ark 
B NATsONAL / JOURNAL 
B    HH.L 
(.-dhkm^t 
STREET     BLUES 
hra -. w.fs at eaaueay assaulted 
Cabatano aaka to go undercover 
on a drug buy: Davenport tries to 
forestall tha esacutajn of a nun's 
murderer 
8 MIODLETOVVN An eaaww- 
natnn of tha pareonafclias, attete- 
gae and prasauraa aTvohrad at tha 
1979 Muncra. Ind . mayoral race 
(R) Ska CWS 
B MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Pnvsts SchuU Schiat. 
spotted aa an impoatar a> Eng- 
land, ra chased to tha coast where 
ha unwrttinghr get* caught up at 
the Dunfcrk evacuation mrsaron 
tPart 3 of 61 IR) Q 
10:30 
B COO COUPLE 
11:O0 
(NEWS 
t WKRP IN CINCIN NATI 
I BURNS ANO ALLEN To 
return a favor   Gracre atrangas a 
wedrJmg    party    to     a    hendi 
dauaAsar 
11:06 
BNEWS 
11:26 
8 OOOO ROCKIN   TONITC 
1130 
fTAXI 
NEWHART   Dtok   bis*   so 
s^ 
(NEWS 
8 LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scheduled:   Ned  VVaach.  to- 
mar    F8I    agent    and    author    of 
''bararJa Hoover a F6I   The Top 
14*1      on Hoover  a* the  perfect 
bureaucrat: Sianfcty Jacobs, per 
tonal mrury attorney. on why con - 
eumara need tougher product ke 
b*ty laws S«wnst companies that 
make defective goods 
8 SANFORD ANO SON 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTSR 
11:40 
CTB*C> MOVIE #** Tradatg 
Ptacea (1963) EOdre Murph, 
Dan Aykr oyd A we* to- do saaCU- 
tnre a ghetto-bred con man and a 
prostitute devise a plot of revenge 
•gam*i two conmvwvg hnancrara. 
TtQ 
12:00 
B     STREETS    OP     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
B ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
Q3 THREE STOOGES 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
12:06 
B    MOVIE    **     When   She 
Weeead        11979) CherylLadd 
Robert Orrch 
12:26 
O MOVIE  S>* V>     Good Sen 
11946) Gary Cooper   Ann  Shan- 
dan 
12:SO 
8    LATE     NIGHT     WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN   Sched- 
uled car ds par Dave Campo 
8 BJ/LOBO 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Doug OeW.tt va Janmy Syfcee to 
the ESPN Mrddaiweight Champt- 
onahrp scheduled to 12 rounds 
(from Atlantic City. N.J.). (Rl 
1:00 
O HAWAII FIVE-0 
8 MOVIE   ** 'i      The Legend 
Of Alfred Paofcar    11980) Pasnek 
Dra.  Ron Hamas 
1:30 
BNEWS 
8 JIMMY SWAGGART 
(TMCI MOVIE * * The Funny 
Farm' 11963) Maaa Chap-v 
Hows Mendel 
MO 
8 CBB NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
BNEWS 
2:30 
8 CBS NEWB 
NIGHTWATCH 
3O0 
lESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Dracuks 
H979) Frank Langaaa. Lauranoa 
Oawsw 
3:SO 
CSPN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR Hoty Farms 400 (from North 
Waaeehiar,. NCI. (R) 
TACOS 
Every 
Night 59< 
9-Close 
EAT IN OR CARRY 
OUT ONLY 
FIRST ■OiTIOfM 
.HAin □■■ION OTUOIO 
EXPERT HAIR STYLING 
FOR MEN A WOMEN 
M«$US 354-1477 matunf me) uam utetfn «atM SCRMCS 
434 E. WOOSTER      ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
OS1N 1*-* Monday-Saturday 
Gary 
